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Abstract

We consider singular foliations whose holonomy groupoid may be nicely decomposed using Lie
groupoids (of unequal dimension). We construct a K-theory group and a natural assembly-
type morphism to the K-theory of the foliation C˚-algebra generalizing to the singular case the
Baum-Connes assembly map. This map is shown to be an isomorphism under assumptions of
amenability. We examine some simple examples that can be described in this way and make
explicit computations of their K-theory.
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Introduction

The celebrated Baum-Connes conjecture assigns to geometric objects (e.g. discrete groups, Lie
groups, (regular) foliations, Lie groupoids) two K-groups and links them with a morphism, the
“assembly map”. The “right-hand side” of the assembly map, is the K-theory group of the C˚-
algebra associated with the geometric object in hand. The other group, the “left-hand-side”, called
the topological K-theory, arises from topological constructions associated with the geometric object
in hand, such as classifying spaces.

Although this topological K-theory is often not much easier to calculate than the analytic one,
constructing it and the assembly map is really important.

• First of all, the topological K-groups are important and meaningful groups. In particular,
they represent - up to torsion - the correct cohomology of the geometric object.

• Injectivity of the assembly map controls the topological K-theory by the analytic one. It thus
has important topological consequences, as the homotopy invariance of higher signature, i.e.
Novikov’s conjecture and its generalizations to foliations [9].
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• Surjectivity controls the analytic K-theory by the topological one. It thus has important
consequences like the Kadison-Kaplansky conjecture.

• Even its non bijectivity has strong consequences by constructing secondary invariants of purely
analytic type (see [36]).

Foliations, and in particular singular ones, arise in an abundance of interesting mathematical prob-
lems, so the formulation of an assembly map is important in its own right.

Let pM,Fq be a singular Stefan-Sussmann foliation [41, 42]. In [3], we constructed its holonomy
groupoid and the foliation C˚-algebra C˚pM,Fq. In [5, 4] we showed that theK-theory of C˚pM,Fq
is a receptacle for natural index problems along the leaves. It is then natural to look for a “left
hand side” too and try to construct the corresponding topological K-group and assembly map. In
particular, this will give some insight to this K-theory. Of course we cannot hope in general for such
a map to be an isomorphism (since it is not always an isomorphism in the regular case, as shown
in [24]), and it is even hard to believe that the topological K-group could be defined for every kind
of singular foliation. However, in this paper we manage to construct such a map for a quite general
class of singular foliations.

0.1 Some examples

In order to formulate the assembly map, let us examine a few natural and quite simple examples.
Consider the foliation given by a smooth action of a connected Lie group on a manifold M :

a) the action of SOp3q on R3;

b) the action of SLp2,Rq on R2;

c) any action of R (given by a vector field X).

In these three cases, we can compute the K-theory thanks to an exact sequence

0 Ñ C˚pΩ0,F|Ω0
q Ñ C˚pM,Fq Ñ C˚pM,Fq|Y1 Ñ 0.

Here Ω0 corresponds to “most regular points” of the foliation, (more precisely, the place where the
source fibers of the foliation groupoid are of lowest dimension) and Y1 “ MzΩ0: in example (a),
Ω0 “ R3zt0u, in example (b), Ω0 “ R2zt0u; in example (c) Ω0 is the interior of the set of points
where X vanishes.

In these examples, the connecting map B of the K-theory exact sequence is easily computed and we
can describe precisely K˚pC˚pM,Fqq.
In other examples that we discuss here, the “regularity” of points varies even more. For instance:

d) the action on Rn of a parabolic subgroup G of GLpn,Rq; e.g. the minimal parabolic subgroup
of upper triangular matrices.

e) the action of PG “ G{R˚ on RPn´1.

f) the action of GˆG by left and right multiplication on GLnpRq. (Orbits give the well-known
Bruhat decomposition.)
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In the last three cases, the computation becomes harder since we obtain a longer sequence of
ideals - and therefore spectral sequences instead of short exact sequences. We will not explicitly
compute the K-theory in these cases. On the other hand, in all cases, the holonomy groupoid nicely
decomposes in locally closed subsets where the the source fibers have fixed dimension. We will use
this decomposition in order to construct the topological K-group and the assembly map.

0.2 Nicely decomposable foliations. Height of a nice decomposition

Let pM,Fq be a singular foliation. Its holonomy groupoid may be very singular. On the other hand,
this singularity gives rise to open subsets which are saturated for F (i.e. union of leaves of F). We
thus obtain ideals of C˚pM,Fq that we may use to compute the K-theory.

For instance, recall that the source fibers of the holonomy groupoid of the foliation as defined in
[3] were shown by Debord to be smooth manifolds in [21]. On the other hand, the dimension of
these manifolds varies. Let us denote by `0 ă `1 ă . . . ă `k the various dimensions occurring
(note that k may be infinite as shown in [6]). Let Ωj denote the set of points with source fiber
dimension ď `j . We find an ascending sequence Ω0 Ď Ω1 Ď . . . Ď Ωk´1 Ď Ωk “ M of saturated
open subsets of M . This decomposition yields a sequence of two sided ideals Jj “ C˚pΩj ,F|Ωj

q of
C˚pM,Fq. The quotient C˚-algebra Jj{Jj´1 is the C˚-algebra of the restriction of the holonomy
groupoid HpFq to the locally closed saturated set Yj “ ΩjzΩj´1. The module F , when restricted
to Yj is finitely generated and projective, and the restriction of HpFq to Yj is a Lie groupoid (when
Yj is a submanifold) so that we may expect a Baum-Connes map for it.

Our computation of the K-theory is based on an ingredient, which we add as an extra assumption
(it is satisfied in the above examples).

Let pM,Fq a singular foliation. We say that pM,Fq is nicely decomposable with height k if there
is a cover of M by open subsets pWjqjPN, jďk, such that for every j P N, j ď k the restriction
of the foliation F to each Wj is defined by a Hausdorff Lie groupoid Gj , the open subset Ωj “
ď

iďj

Wi is saturated and Gj coincides with the holonomy groupoid HpFq on the (locally closed) set

Yj “ ΩjzΩj´1 (we set Y0 “ W0 “ Ω0). Moreover, we assume that the groupoids Gj are linked via
morphisms which are submersions Gj |Ωj´1XWjÑ Gj´1.

If pM,Fq is nicely decomposable, the quotients Jj{Jj´1 are given by (restriction to closed sets of)
Lie groupoids, for which a Baum-Connes conjecture does exist. This makes the calculation of the
K-theory of C˚pM,Fq possible, at least in terms of a spectral sequence.

• Singularity height 0 corresponds to foliations whose holonomy groupoid is a Lie groupoid, and
there already is a topological K-theory, and a Baum-Connes assembly map for Lie groupoids,
- see [45].

• Examples (a), (b), (c) are all of singularity height 1. We will use the decomposition given by
the dimensions of the fibers. In examples (a) and (b), the dimensions of the fibers are `0 “ 2
and `1 “ 3; in example (c), these dimensions are `0 “ 0 and `1 “ 1. For the singularity height
1 case, the topological K-theory can be constructed using the exact sequence of C˚-algebras
and a mapping cone construction.

• A new difficulty in the construction of the topological K-theory arises when we have higher
singularity height, as in examples (d), (e) and (f). We will use here a telescope construction.
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0.3 The topological K-theory and the assembly map

We construct the topological K-theory and the assembly map in two steps.

• The first one consists of replacing the holonomy groupoid HpFq by a slightly more regular one
G whose (full) C˚-algebra is E-equivalent to the foliation one. This groupoid is constructed
via a mapping cone construction in the height one case and via a telescope construction in
the higher singularity case.

• In the second step we construct a topological K-theory and the assembly map for the “tele-
scopic groupoid” G which is theK-theory of a properG-algebra in a generalized sense, together
with a Dirac type construction.

0.3.1 A telescopic construction

A mapping cone construction in the height 1 case. Let us explain our strategy more ex-
plicitly in the case of a foliation admitting a singularity height 1 decomposition: In this case, we
obtain a diagram of full C˚-algebras (with G “ G1):

0 // C˚pGΩ0q
iG //

πΩ0

��

C˚pGq //

π

��

C˚pGY1q
// 0

0 // C˚pΩ0,F|Ω0
q

iF // C˚pM,Fq // C˚pM,Fq|Y1
// 0

The singularity height one assumption means that the holonomy groupoid of the restriction F|Ω0
of

the foliation F to Ω0 is a Lie groupoid G0 and C˚pΩ0,F|Ω0
q “ C˚pG0q. The lines of this diagram

are exact at the level of full C˚-algebras.

Since G defines F , it is an atlas in the sense of [3], so HpFq is a quotient of G. Whence the two
extensions are connected by the map π and its restriction πΩ0 , which is integration along the fibers
of this quotient map G Ñ HpFq. From this diagram, we conclude that the algebra C˚pM,Fq is
equivalent in E-theory (up to a shift of degree) with the mapping cone of the morphism

piG , πΩ0q : C˚pGΩ0q Ñ C˚pGq ‘ C˚pΩ0,F|Ω0
q.

Foliations of height ě 2. As far as singular foliations with nice decompositions of arbitrary
(bounded or not) singularity height are concerned, we show that the strategy developed for the
singularity height-1 case can be generalized. In particular, C˚pM,Fq is E-equivalent to a “telescopic”
C˚-algebra whose components are Lie groupoids. In fact we see that these telescopes can just be
treated as mapping cones.

Now let us see how the above apparatus can be used to formulate the Baum-Connes assembly map
for singular foliations. It suffices to explain the idea for the height 1 case.

Longitudinally smooth groupoids. The above mapping cone and the telescopic algebra con-
structed here, are based on morphisms of Lie groupoids which are smooth submersions and open
inclusions at the level of objects. These C˚-algebras are immediately seen to be the C˚-algebras of
a kind of groupoids which generalize both Lie groupoids and singular foliation groupoids: longitu-
dinally smooth groupoids.
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0.3.2 A topological K-theory group for the telescopic groupoid

Setting of the problem. Before we outline our construction of topological K-theory group, let
us make a remark. Recall that in [45], Jean-Louis Tu defined a topological K-theory group and a
Baum-Connes morphism for Lie groupoid C˚-algebras of the form Ktop

˚ pGq Ñ K˚pC
˚pGqq. In order

to construct a topological K-theory group for this mapping cone, we need to find a “left hand side”
for the morphism piG , πΩ0q. We will in fact not only need it as a morphism at the level of groups
Ktop
˚ , but we really need to construct it as a KK-element.

The difficulty lies with the understanding of the topological K-theory of the mapping cone of the
surjective homomorphism πΩ0 : C˚pGΩ0q Ñ C˚pΩ0,F|Ω0

q. We treat this by deploying the Baum-
Douglas formulation given in [10], [13], [12]. At this point we will need further assumptions on the
groupoids G and G1, namely that their classifying spaces of proper actions are smooth manifolds, to
make sure that the Baum-Connes morphisms are naturally given by KK-elements. (In appendix A
we show how this assumption can be weakened.)

Actions of the telescopic groupoid. In order to define the topological K-theory group for the
telescopic groupoid, we follow the Lie groupoid case:

• For every longitudinally smooth groupoid G, one defines G-algebras very much in the spirit of
[3]: algebraic conditions are stated at the level of the groupoid; topological ones at the level
of bisubmersions which can be thought of as “smooth local covers” of G (cf. [3]). We define
the (full and reduced) crossed product for every G-algebra.

• One may define a generalized notion of “proper G-algebra”: a G-algebra is said to be “proper” if
its restriction to the groupoids corresponding to the various strata is proper in the usual sense.
In particular, one may define actions on spaces and “proper” actions on spaces. Of course, they
are not proper in the usual sense! But from the point of view of the Baum-Connes conjecture
they are as good - since the Baum-Connes conjecture is compatible with extensions (in the
amenable case).

• We define Le Gall’s equivariant KK-theory ([32]) in the context of longitudinally smooth
G-algebras, despite the topological pathology of the holonomy groupoid G. We extend the
equivariant Kasparov product to this case.

• Wemay then construct the topologicalK-theory group and the assembly map for the telescopic
algebras of a nice decomposition of a singular foliation. To that end we still need to assume
for pM,Fq that the Lie groupoids of its decomposition admit smooth manifolds as classifying
spaces for proper actions.

• Actually this point of view, allows one to construct a Baum-Connes map with coefficients
for every G algebra. It is easily seen that, in the case of nicely decomposable foliations, our
Baum-Connes map with coefficients in “proper” spaces or algebras is an isomorphism.

The main result. We show then that in cases as above the Baum-Connes map can be constructed
canonically. Namely, we prove the following:

Theorem 0.1. a) If pM,Fq admits a nice decomposition by Lie groupoids whose classifying space
for proper action is a manifold, then there is a well defined topological K-group and one may
construct a Baum-Connes assembly map.
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b) If moreover the groupoids of the nice decomposition are amenable and Hausdorff, then the
Baum-Connes map is an isomorphism.

Note that examples (a) and (c) above are amenable; although example (b) is not, it is ‘strongly
K-amenable’ and the Baum-Connes conjecture (for the full version) holds for it.

Note also that example (c) is not exactly covered by our theorem since the groupoid G0 is not
assumed to be Hausdorff. However, the Baum-Connes conjecture holds also in this case

For the examples of larger singularity height, described in examples (d), (e) and (f) note that: As the
minimal parabolic subgroup of GLpn,Rq is amenable, Theorem 0.1 implies that the Baum-Connes
conjecture holds.

Let us point out that our constructions of the equivariant KK-theory could in a way be bypassed,
but may have its own interest. In particular, we give a simple quite general formulation and proof
for the existence of the Kasparov product, which applies in all known equivariant contexts (groups,
group actions [30], groupoids [32], Hopf algebras [8]).

Trying to weaken our assumptions. The assumption on the classifying spaces is quite natural.
All the groupoids given by Lie group actions admit manifolds as classifying spaces for proper actions
- and this assumption is stable by Morita equivalence. In this way it is satisfied by all the (Hausdorff)
groupoids that appear in the examples that we discuss in this work. Nevertheless, it is quite tempting
to try to get rid of it. In appendix A we explain how it can be replaced by a quite weaker rather
technical one: assumption A.1, which could be true in general - i.e. for every.

Structure of the paper.

• In section 1 we introduce the notion of singularity height for a singular foliation and define
nicely decomposable foliations. We also explain the examples mentioned in the beginning of
this introduction.

• Section 2 focuses on nicely decomposable foliations with singularity height one. We give the
construction of the associated mapping cone C˚-algebra and prove that it is E-equivalent to
the foliation C˚-algebra. We give there the explicit calculation of the K-theory for examples
(a), (b) and (c).

• In section 3 we extend this construction and result to foliations of arbitrary singularity height,
replacing mapping cones with telescopes.

• Section 4 defines longitudinally smooth groupoids, their actions and constructs the associated
KK-theory.

• The crucial section is §5, where we formulate the Baum-Connes conjecture (topological K-
theory and Baum-Connes map) for the telescopic algebra, assuming the classifying spaces of
proper actions of the groupoids associated with the nice decomposition of pM,Fq are smooth
manifolds. The proof of Theorem 0.1 can be found there.

• Last, in appendix A we explain how to remove the assumption that the classifying spaces of
proper actions are smooth manifolds.
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Notation 0.2. Let pM,Fq be a foliation. We will denote the (minimal i.e. the groupoid associated
with the path holonomy atlas - cf. [3]) holonomy groupoid by HpFq (or HpM,Fq when needed).
We will denote by C˚pM,Fq and C˚redpM,Fq its full and reduced C˚-algebras.

We will mainly use the full C˚-algebra. This is justified by the two following reasons:

• Constructing a Baum-Connes map for the full foliation algebra automatically gives the one for
the reduced version. Recall that the Baum-Connes map, in the regular case, factors through
the full version of the foliation algebra.

• All our constructions are based on sequences of groupoid C˚-algebras, which are always exact
at the full C˚-algebra level, and may fail to be exact at the reduced level (see §2.2).

Acknowledgements: We would like to thank Nigel Higson and Thomas Schick for various discus-
sions and suggestions.

1 Nicely decomposable foliations

1.1 Notations and remarks

Let M be a smooth manifold and XcpMq the C8pMq-module of compactly supported vector fields.
In [3], we defined a singular foliation on M to be a C8pMq-submodule F of XcpMq which is locally
finitely generated and satisfies rF ,Fs Ď F .
Given a point x P M let Ix “ tf P C8pMq : fpxq “ 0u and recall from [3] the fiber Fx “ F{IxF .
The map M Q x ÞÑ dimpFxq is upper semicontinuous (see [3, Prop. 1.5]).

When this dimension is constant (continuous if M is not assumed to be connected), i.e. when the
module F is projective, the foliation is said to be almost regular and the holonomy groupoid HpFq
was proved to be a Lie groupoid by Debord in [20].

In the present paper, we will deal with cases where the dimension of Fx is not constant. The number
of possible dimensions measures the singularity of the foliation. We will give a definition of this
singularity height, more appropriate for our purposes in definition 1.4.

By semicontinuity, the subsets O` “ tx P M ; dimpFxq ď `u are open. They are saturated, i.e.
unions of leaves of F .
We will deal with restrictions of the foliation to open sets. We will use the following remark:

Remark 1.1. Let pM,Fq be a foliation. Let V be an open subset of M .

• The holonomy groupoid of the restriction F|V to V is the s-connected component of the
restriction HpFqVV “ tz P HpFq; tpzq P V, and spzq P V u to V .

• If V is saturated, then HpF|V q “ HpFqVV .

Actually an analogous statement holds for the pull back foliation f´1pFq by a smooth map f :

V Ñ M transverse to F (cf. [3, §1.2.3]): Hpf´1pFqq is the s-connected component of HpFqff “
tpv, z, wq P V ˆHpFq ˆ V ; tpzq “ fpvq, and spzq “ fpwqu. If moreover f is a submersion whose
image is saturated with connected fibers, then Hpf´1pFqq “ HpFqff .
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Now let us discuss the notation for C˚-algebras we will be using in this sequel as far as restrictions
are concerned. If G is a locally compact groupoid (with Haar measure) and Y is a locally closed
saturated subset of G0, then GY “ tx P G; spxq P Y u is also a locally closed groupoid and we can
define its C˚-algebra. We put C˚pGq|Y “ C˚pGY q. The same construction for foliation algebras will
be useful in our context:

Notation 1.2. Let pM,Fq be a (singular) foliation.

a) Let Ω ĂM be a saturated open subset. Then

C˚pM,Fq|Ω :“ C0pΩqC
˚pM,Fq “ C˚pΩ,F|Ωq

is the foliation C˚-algebra of the restriction of F to Ω. The same holds for the reduced
C˚-algebras.

b) If Y ĂM is a saturated closed subset then the full C˚pM,Fq|Y is the quotient of C˚pM,Fq
by C˚pM,Fq|MzY .
Note that the natural definition for the reduced one is to take the quotient of C˚pM,Fq corre-
sponding to the regular representations at points of Y , i.e. representation on L2pHpM,Fqyq
for y P Y .

c) If Y Ă M is a saturated locally closed subset then Y is open in its closure Y and the
closed subset Y zY is saturated. Let U “ MzpY zY q. We denote C˚pM,Fq|Y the quotient of
C0pUqC

˚pM,Fq by C˚pM,Fq|MzY . In other words, C˚pM,Fq|Y “ pC˚pM,Fq|U q|Y .

1.2 Foliations associated with Lie groupoids

In this sequel we will consider foliations defined from Lie groupoids (at least locally - cf. §1.3).

Let us make a few observations regarding singular foliations defined by Lie groupoids.

Every Lie algebroid A with base M and therefore every Lie groupoid pt, sq : G Ñ M defines a
foliation: Indeed, the anchor map 7 : A Ñ TM is a morphism of Lie algebroids, whence 7pΓcAq Ă
XcpMq is a singular foliation.

Let G be a (locally Hausdorff) Lie groupoid over a manifold M and F the associated foliation. Up
to replacing G by its s-connected component (which is an open subgroupoid of G with the same
algebroid - and thus defines the same foliation on M) we may assume that G is s-connected, i.e.
the fibers of the source map s : G Ñ M are connected. Then the groupoid G is an atlas for our
foliation (in the sense of [3, Def. 3.1]). As G is assumed s-connected, it defines the path holonomy
atlas ([3, example 3.4.3]). The holonomy groupoid HpM,Fq is a quotient of G by the equivalence
relation defined in [3, Prop. 3.4.2].

In order to compute this quotient, we will use a Lemma from [6].

Let γ P G and write x “ spγq. Note that if qpγq is a unit, then tpγq “ x. Choosing a bi-section
through γ we obtain a local diffeomorphism g of M which acts on the tangent bundle TxM and
fixes the tangent to the leaf Fx. It therefore acts on Nx “ TxM{Fx. This action only depends on
γ. Denote it by νpγq P GLpNxq.

Now, it was shown in [6] that there is an action of HpFq on this “bundle” of normal spaces. As an
immediate consequence, we find:

Lemma 1.3. If qpγq is a unit, then νpγq “ idNx . ˝
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1.3 Nicely decomposable foliations

We now present the constraints that we will put on our foliations: We say that the foliation is nicely
decomposable if it admits a nice decomposition in the following sense.

Definition 1.4. Let pM,Fq be a singular foliation and let k P NY t`8u. A nice decomposition of
pM,Fq of singularity height k is given by

a) a sequence pWjq0ďjăk`1 of open sets of M such that the open set Ωj “
ď

`ďj

W` is saturated

and
ď

jăk`1

Wj “M (with the convention `8` 1 “ `8).

Put Y0 “ Ω0 and, for j ě 1, Yj “ ΩjzΩj´1.

b) a sequence of Lie groupoids Gj ÝÑÝÑWj defining the restriction of F to Wj , and such that
Gj |Yj “ HpFq|Yj ;

c) morphisms of Lie groupoids qj : Gj |Ωj´1XWj Ñ Gj´1 (for j ą 0) which are submersions, and
which at the level of objects, are just the inclusion Ωj´1 XWj ÑWj´1.

Remarks 1.5. a) If pM,Fq is an almost regular foliation then HpFq is a Lie groupoid as shown
in [3] (it coincides with the one constructed by Debord in [20]). In our current context,
the decomposition sequence of such a foliation has singularity height zero; its realization is
HpFq itself. We will not be concerned with situations as such in this sequel. Truly singular
examples of nicely decomposable singular foliations arise when the singularity height of the
decomposition is 1 or larger.

b) By definition W0 “ Ω0 and the restriction of HpFq coincides with G0. It follows that the
restriction of F to Ω0 is almost regular, which means that Ω0 is contained in the (open) set
of points where dimF is continuous and, since dimF is upper semi-continuous, these are the
places where it has a local minimum.

c) Such a decomposition needs not be unique. In all our examples, Wj “ Ωj and Ωj may be
constructed using the dimension of the fibers.

For ` P N, put
O` “ tx PM, dimpFxq ď `u.

Denote by `0 ă `1 ă ... ă `j for j ă k ` 1 the various possible dimensions. For j “ 0, 1, . . . , k
put Ωj “ O`j .

Note that in [6] is given an example of a foliation where this k is infinite.

1.4 Examples of nicely decomposable foliations

We now give a few examples of nice decompositions of foliations.
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1.4.1 Examples of height one

Remark 1.6. In the case of height one, we have W0 “ Ω0 and G0 is the holonomy groupoid of the
restriction of F to Ω0. We therefore just need to specify the set Ω0 and the Lie groupoid G1ÝÑÝÑW1

defining the foliation F on an open subset W1 containing the complement Y1 “ MzΩ0 of Ω0 and
such that the restriction of G to Y1 coincides with that of HpFq.
Actually, in our examples W1 “M .

Examples 1.7. We will give here examples of singularity height 1 associated with Lie group actions.
Some examples of larger singularity height are computed in [2]. In the sequel of this paper, we will
calculate the associated K-theory explicitly for the following examples.

a) Let M “ R3 and consider the foliation F defined by the image of the (infinitesimal) action
of SOp3q on R3 by rotations. The leaves are concentric spheres in R3 with one singularity at
t0u. Let G be the action groupoid R3 ¸ SOp3qÝÑÝÑR3. Since SOp3q is simple, the restriction
of HpFq to 0, which is a quotient of SOp3q has to be SOp3q (we may also use Lemma 1.3 to
prove this result). The restriction of F to R3zt0u is really a regular foliation - and in fact the
fibration S2 ˆ R˚` Ñ R˚`, whence the holonomy groupoid of F is

HpFq “ pS2 ˆ S2 ˆ R˚`q
ď

t0u ˆ SOp3q.

It follows that the foliation has a nice decomposition of singularity height 1, namely W1 “ R3,
G1 “ G and Ω0 “ R3zt0u.

b) Let M “ R2 and consider the action of SLp2,Rq. It has two leaves, namely t0u and R2zt0u.
Using again Lemma 1.3, the associated holonomy groupoid is seen to be

HpFq “ pR2zt0u ˆ R2zt0uq
ď

t0u ˆ SLp2,Rq

Considering the action groupoid G “ R2 ¸ SLp2,Rq we obtain the singularity height 1 nice
decomposition Ω1 “ R2, G1 “ R2 ¸ SL2pRq and Ω0 “ R2zt0u, G0 “ Ω0 ˆ Ω0.

c) There are many singular foliations of singularity height 1 arising from group actions which
have nice decompositions. For instance, take n ě 4 instead of 3 in example (a) or n ě 3
instead of 2 in example (b).

We may also consider the action of GLp2,Rq on R2. The associated holonomy groupoid is

HpFq “ pR2zt0u ˆ R2zt0uq
ď

t0u ˆGL`p2,Rq

where GL`p2,Rq denotes 2 ˆ 2 matrices with positive determinant. Considering the action
groupoid G “ R2¸GL`p2,Rq we obtain Ω1 “ R2 and Ω0 “ R2zt0u. We can of course replace
2 by n also in this situation.

Another example as such comes from the action of SLpn,Cq on Cn: Its holonomy groupoid is

HpFq “ pCnzt0u ˆ Cnzt0uq
ď

t0u ˆ SLpn,Cq

Considering the action groupoid G “ Cn ¸ SLpn,Cq we have Ω1 “ Cn, Ω0 “ Cnzt0u.

11



d) We end with an example of quite different flavor.

LetM be a manifold endowed with a smooth action α of R. Let G1 “M¸αR be the associated
action groupoid, and F the associated foliation.

Denote by Fixpαq the set of fixed points of α,W “ IntpFixpαqq its interior and V “MzFixpαq
its complement. Let x PM .

• If x PW , then Fx “ 0;

• For x P V , the dimension of Fx is 1. By semi-continuity, dimFx “ 1 for x P V .

Let Ω0 be the set of continuity points of dimF . Its complement Y1 is the boundary BW of
W . The restriction of F to the open set Ω0 is almost regular.

We show that the morphism M ¸α R Ñ HpFq is injective over Y1. We thus have a nice
decomposition HpΩ0,F|Ω0

qÝÑÝÑΩ0, and M ¸α RÝÑÝÑM .

This is done using classical facts based on the period bounding lemma (cf. [1]) that we recall
here:

Lemma 1.8 (Period bounding). Let X be a compactly supported Cr-vector field on a Cr-
manifold M with r ě 2. There is a real number η ą 0 such that, for any x P M , either
Xpxq “ 0 or the prime period τx of the integral curve of X passing through x is τx ą η. ˝

Put P “ tpx, uq P M ˆ R; αupxq “ xu. It is obviously a closed subset of M ˆ R and
the restrictions of the source and target maps to P coincide. By definition of the holonomy
groupoid, an element px, uq P G1 “M ¸ R is a trivial element in HpFq if and only if there is
an identity bisection through it i.e. if there exists an open neighborhood U of x and a smooth
function f : U Ñ R such that fpxq “ u and pz, fpzqq P P for all z P U .

Let Perpαq be the set of stably periodic points, i.e. the set of x PM such that there exists an
open neighborhood U of x and a smooth function f : U Ñ R˚ such that py, fpyqq P P for all
y P U . It is the set of x PM such that tpx, uq; u P Ru Ñ HpFq is not injective.
Obviously W Ď Perpαq.

Proposition 1.9. The set Y1 X Perpαq is empty.

Proof. Let x PW X Perpαq. We need to show that x R Y1, i.e. that x PW .

Up to changing X far from x, we may assume that X has compact support.

Since x P W , it follows that X vanishes as well as all its derivatives at x. We may then
write X “ qY where q is a smooth nonnegative function such that qpxq “ 0 and Y is a
smooth vector field with compact support (take for instance q to be a smooth function which
coincides near x to the square of the distance to x for some riemannian metric). Let then U
be an open relatively compact neighborhood of x and f : U Ñ R˚ a smooth bounded function
such that py, fpyqq P P for all y P U . It follows that all the points in U are periodic for X
and therefore for Y . When y Ñ x, fpyq Ñ fpxq whence the Y period of y tends to 0. By the
period bounding lemma, it follows that any y close enough to x satisfies Y pyq “ 0, whence
x PW .

It follows that pHpΩ0qÝÑÝÑΩ0,M ¸α RÝÑÝÑMq is a nice decomposition for F .

12



It is worth noticing that the holonomy groupoid G0 “ HpΩ0,F|Ω0
q is a disjoint union of

clopen subgroupoids W \HpV 1,F|V 1q where V 1 is the interior of V , and that its C˚-algebra
C˚pΩ0,F|Ω0

q is a direct sum C0pW q ‘ C
˚pV 1,F|V 1q.

Remark that, in the presence of periodic points, the groupoid HpV,F|V q and therefore G0 need
not be Hausdorff.

Let us also remark that, in the computation above, we could as well have chosen to take Ω0

to be the set where the fibers are of dimension 0, i.e. the set W .

1.4.2 An example of larger singularity height

We start by giving a natural family of examples of nicely decomposable foliations with singularity
height larger than 1. Some of them will be studied in [2].

If a subgroup G Ă GLnpRq has more than two orbits in its action on Rn, then the transformation
groupoid Rn ¸ G may give rise to interesting nicely decomposable foliations of singularity height
ě 2.

A typical example is given by a parabolic subgroup of GLpn,Kq, where K “ R or C: given a flag
t0u “ Ek Ă Ek´1 Ă Ek´2 Ă . . . Ă E1 Ă E0 “ Kn (with k ď n and Ek pairwise different), let G be
the group of (positive if K “ R) automorphisms of this flag, i.e. G is the subgroup of GLpn,Kq of
elements fixing the spaces Ek; if K “ R we further impose that their restriction to Ej has positive
determinant (in order to fulfill connectedness).

For 0 ď j ď k, let Ωj “ KnzEj`1 and Yj “ EjzEj`1 (with the convention Ek`1 “ H). The set
Yj consists of one or two G orbits (depending on whether dimEj ě 2 ` dimEj`1 or dimEj “
1` dimEj`1 - in the complex case the Yj consists of a single orbit).

For every j P t0, . . . , ku, let Fj be the quotient space Fj “ Kn{Ej endowed with the flag t0u Ă
Ej´1{Ej , . . . Ă E0{Ej and let Gj be the group of positive automorphisms of this flag. The quotient
map Kn Ñ Fj induces a group homomorphism qj : GÑ Gj .

Let also pj : Ωj Ñ Fj be the restriction of the quotient map to Ωj . Let then rGj be the pull back
groupoid of Fj ¸Gj by the map pj . In other words

rGj “ tpx, g, yq P Ωj ˆGj ˆ Ωj ; pjpxq “ gpjpyqu

The map px, g, yq ÞÑ px, qjpgq, yq is a submersion and a groupoid morphism from Ωj¸G “ tpx, g, yq P

Ωj ˆGˆ Ωj ; x “ gyu into rGj . Its image is the s-connected component Gj of rGj .
It follows from the following obvious Lemma that Gj Ñ Kn is a bisubmersion.

Lemma 1.10. Let M,U, V be manifolds, pM,Fq a foliation, p : U Ñ V a surjective submersion
and tV , sV : V ÑM two submersions. Then pU, tV ˝ p, sV ˝ pq is a bi-submersion for F if and only
if pV, tV , sV q is a bi-submersion for F . ˝

It follows then from lemma 1.3 that HpFq|Yj “ pGjq|Yj . We deduce:

Proposition 1.11. The foliation of Kn by the action of G is nicely decomposed by the groupoids

Gj Ñ Ωj. Its holonomy groupoid is a union
k
ž

j“0

pGjq|Yj .
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Remarks 1.12. a) One may write a projective analogue of this example: let PG be the projec-
tive analogue of G acting on KPn´1, namely PG is the quotient of G by its center: the group
of similarities in G. It has k orbits: the images Yj “ PEjzPEj`1 of EjzEj`1 by the quotient
map p : Knzt0u Ñ KPn´1 (for j ą 0). This foliation is nicely decomposed by the projec-
tive analogues PGj of the Gj . Note that the map p : Ejzt0u Ñ ppEjq induces a morphism
pj : Gj Ñ PGj which is a Morita equivalence in the complex case. In the real case, it is almost
a Morita equivalence: the morphism pj induces an isomorphism of the stabilizer of x P Ejzt0u
in Gj with the stabilizer of ppxq P PEj in PGj , but for 0 ă i ď j and dimpEiq “ dimpEk`1q`1,
the set EizEi´1 consists of two orbits of the groupoid Gj which become equivalent in PGj .
The corresponding foliation C˚-algebra is (almost) Morita equivalent to C˚pΩ1,Fq

b) There are many other interesting examples of the same flavor. A typical one is given in the
following way: let P1, P2 Ă GLpn,Kq be two parabolic subgroups, and let P1 ˆ P2 act on
GLpn,Kq by left and right multiplication. If P1 “ P2 is the minimal parabolic subgroup -
consisting of upper triangular matrices, the orbits of this action are labeled by the symmetric
group Sn (Bruhat decomposition). In this example, the decomposition to be taken into
account is more complicated than just the dimension of the fibers. One may need to use the
partial ordering of the orbits given by the inclusion of the closures.

2 Foliations with singularity height one

Let pM,Fq be a foliation admitting a nice decomposition of height one. In this section our purpose
is to show that the full foliation C˚-algebra C˚pM,Fq can be replaced by a mapping cone of Lie
groupoid C˚-algebras associated with a nice decomposition of F . We will generalize this construction
to higher length in the next section, but before this, we will make some comments on the difficulties
with dealing with reduced C˚-algebras.

2.1 A mapping cone construction

In the length one case, as noted in remark 1.6, we just need to specify the saturated open subset
Ω “ Ω0 and the Lie groupoid G “ G1ÝÑÝÑW1 “ W which defines the foliation on an open set W
containing Y “MzΩ and whose restriction to Y coincides with that of HpFq.
The open subset Ω gives rise (at the level of the full C˚-algebras) to a short exact sequence

0 // C˚pΩ,F|Ωq
ιF // C˚pM,Fq πF // C˚pM,Fq|Y // 0

which, in principle will allow us to compute its K-theory. This will actually be the case in our
examples (sections 2.3 and 2.4).

In order to only use Lie groupoids (note that Y needs not be a manifold), and also to be able
to extend our construction to a more general setting (cf. section 3), we will also make use of the
somewhat more elaborate diagram which appears in figure 1 below.

Restricting G to the open subsetW XΩ and HpFq to the open subset Ω, the integration along fibers
(cf. [3]) of the quotient map G Ñ HpFq induces the following diagram of half-exact sequences of
full C˚-algebras:
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0 // C˚pGWXΩq
ιG //

πΩ

��

C˚pGq
pG //

πM
��

C˚pGY q // 0

0 // C˚pΩ,F|Ωq
ιF // C˚pM,Fq pF // C˚pM,Fq|Y // 0

Figure 1: Exact sequences for a nicely decomposable foliation of singularity height 1.

Let F be a nicely decomposable foliation of singularity height one. We may use the diagram in
figure 1 in order to compute the K-theory of C˚pM,Fq via a Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence.

We explain here how one may replace C˚pM,Fq by a mapping cone of Lie groupoid C˚-algebras.

We will use the following notation:

• For any C˚-algebra Z and a locally compact space X put ZpXq “ C0pX;Zq.

• Recall that the mapping cone of a morphism u : AÑ B of C˚-algebras is

Cu “ tpa, φq P AˆBpr0, 1qq; φp0q “ upaqu.

With the notation of the diagram in figure 1, consider the morphism of C˚-algebras

piG , πΩq : C˚pGWXΩq Ñ C˚pGq ‘ C˚pW X Ω,F|Ωq

Proposition 2.1. With the notation of figure 1, the (full) foliation C˚-algebra C˚pM,Fq is canon-
ically E1-equivalent to the mapping cone CpιG ,πΩq

.

Proof. We show that given a diagram of exact sequences of C˚-algebras and morphisms:

0 // I
i //

π

��

B1
//

��

Q // 0

0 // B0
i1 // A // Q // 0

the mapping cone Cpi,πq of the map pπ, iq : I Ñ B0 ‘B1 is canonically E1-equivalent to A.

Indeed we have canonical morphisms Ci Ñ Ci1 Ñ Qp0, 1q. Since both Ci Ñ Qp0, 1q and Ci1 Ñ Qp0, 1q
are onto with contractible kernels (Ir0, 1q and B0r0, 1q respectively), it follows that the morphism
Ci Ñ Ci1 induces an equivalence in E theory. Now, using the diagram:

0 // B0p0, 1q // Cpi,πq //

��

Ci

��

// 0

0 // B0p0, 1q // C
pi1,idB0

q
// Ci1 // 0

we find that the morphism Cpi,πq Ñ Cpi1,idB0
q
induces an an equivalence in E theory. Finally the

(split) exact sequence

0 // Ap0, 1q // C
pi1,idB0

q
// B0r0, 1q // 0

yields the desired E1-equivalence.

Remark 2.2. Wemay note that we have just shown that the morphism Cpi,πq Ñ CpidA,idAq
» Ap0, 1q

is invertible in E theory.
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2.2 Difficulties at the level of reduced C˚-algebra

Let us discuss the reduced version of the diagram in figure 1:

• If the restriction G|Y is an amenable groupoid we also have horizontal exactness at the level
of reduced C˚-algebras.

• If G|WXΩ is not amenable then the integration along fibers may not exist at the level of the
kernels. We discuss an example as such in 2.4.

In view of examples 1.7 we focus now on foliations pM,Fq arising from an action of a Lie group
G on manifold M . We assume that W “ M , the action groupoid G “ M ¸ G realises a nice
decomposition of singularity height 1 for pM,Fq and the complementary set Y is a point.

If the group G is amenable then integration along fibers of the quotient map G Ñ HpFq gives the
following diagram:

0 // C0pΩq ¸G
ιG //

πΩ

��

C0pMq ¸G
πG //

π

��

C˚pGq // 0

0 // C˚pΩ,F|Ωq
ιF // C˚pM,Fq πF // C˚pGq // 0

Figure 2: Exact sequences for a nicely decomposable foliation of singularity height 1 arising from
the action of an amenable Lie group.

If G is not amenable, the sequences are exact at the level of full C˚-algebras. At the reduced
C˚-algebra level

• the sequences need not be exact;

• the morphism C0pΩq ¸ G Ñ C˚r pM,Fq obtained as a composition of π with the morphism
C˚pM,Fq Ñ C˚r pM,Fq doesn’t need to pass to the quotient C0pΩq ¸r G of C0pΩq ¸G.

Note however that :

• In most cases that we consider the top sequence in figure 2 is exact since the groups we consider
are exact.

• We allways have some completely positive splittings (see prop. 2.3).

• In the example of the action of GLp2,Rq on R2, since the stabilizers are amenable, the mor-
phism πΩ : C0pR2zt0uq ¸ GLp2,Rq Ñ K is defined at the reduced C˚-algebra level. As the
group GLp2,Rq is K-amenable, we find that in this case the full and reduced C˚-algebra of
F are KK-equivalent.

Proposition 2.3. Let G be the action groupoid in figure 2. Then the morphisms C˚r pGq Ñ C˚r pGq,
C˚pGq Ñ C˚pGq and C˚pM,Fq Ñ C˚pGq have completely positive splittings.
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Proof. This is due to the fact C˚pGq sits in the multiplier algebra of a crossed product A¸G - and
the same for reduced ones:

We construct a completely positive splitting for the map C˚pGq Ñ C˚pGq: Take a function f P
C0pMq such that ||f || “ 1 and fpx0q “ 1.

Given ζ P C˚pGq put σpζq “ f˚ζf . This is obviously a completely positive (and contractive)
splitting of the top sequence. (The same is true for the reduced algebra and crossed products.)

Composing the completely positive splitting C˚pGq Ñ C˚pGq with the morphism π : C˚pGq Ñ
C˚pM,Fq (given by integration along the fibers) we obtain a completely positive splitting of the
second sequence.

We now give an example where the morphism πΩ is not defined at the reduced C˚-algebra level:

Example 2.4. Consider the action of G “ SLpn,Rq on Rn for n ě 3. This action has two
orbits: t0u and Ω “ Rnzt0u. The stabilizer of a nonzero point for this action is isomorphic to H “

Rn´1¸SLpn´1,Rq which is not amenable if n ě 3. The full crossed product C0pRnzt0uq¸SLpn,Rq
is Morita equivalent to C˚pHq. Therefore, the full C˚-algebra of this foliation is the quotient of
C0pRnq ¸ SLpn,Rq sitting in a diagram

0 // C0pΩq ¸G » K b C˚pHq //

idKbεH
��

C0pRnq ¸G
πG //

π

��

C˚pGq // 0

0 // K // C˚pRn,Fq πF // C˚pGq // 0

where εH denotes the trivial representation of H “ Rn´1 ¸ SLpn´ 1,Rq.
The reduced crossed product C0pRnzt0uq ¸r SLpn,Rq is Morita equivalent to C˚r pHq.

Note that the trivial representation C˚pHq Ñ C is not defined at the level of C˚r pHq when the group
H is not amenable.

The reduced C˚-algebra C˚r pRn,Fq of this foliation is the quotient of C0pRnq ¸G corresponding to
the sum of the two covariant representations on L2pΩq “ L2pRnq and t0u ˆG.

Remark 2.5. In the sequel we will use (almost) only the full C˚-algebra to ensure that our sequences
are exact and the trivial representation exists. This is legitimate from the point of view of the Baum-
Connes conjecture, since the assembly map factorizes through the K-theory of the full C˚-algebra
anyway.

2.3 Two examples of foliations of singularity height one given by linear actions

In this section we compute the K-theory for two simple examples of foliations of singularity height
one coming from linear actions. In the height one case, this can be done rather easily, using six-term
exact sequences of K-theory groups and standard K-theory results. The (non-linear) examples of
R-actions (cf. example 1.7.d)) are discussed in §2.4.

2.3.1 The SOp3q-action

In this section we consider the foliation pR3,Fq defined by the action of SOp3q on R3 (cf. example
1.7.a).
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Holonomy groupoid and exact sequences As discussed in 1.7, HpFq “
`

SOp3q ˆ t0u
˘

\
`

R˚` ˆ S2 ˆ S2
˘

and F is nicely decomposable, in the sense of definition 1.4 with Ω0 “ R3zt0u and
G1 “ R3 ¸ SOp3q.

Note that SOp3q is compact and therefore amenable, so the reduced and full crossed product C˚-
algebras coincide. The (full and reduced) C˚-algebra of G0 is the crossed product C0pR3q ¸ SOp3q.

Writing R3zt0u “ R˚`ˆS2, we find that C˚pG|Ω0q “ C0pR˚`qbpCpS2q¸SOp3qq and C˚pM,Fq|Ω0 “

C0pR˚`q bKpL2pS2qq,

Now figure 1 reads:

0 // C0pR˚`q b pCpS2q ¸ SOp3qq

pq
��

i // C0pR3q ¸ SOp3q //

π

��

C˚pSOp3qq // 0 pES4q

0 // C0pR`˚ q bKpL2pS2qq // C˚pR3,Fq // C˚pSOp3qq // 0 pES5q

Figure 3: Exact sequences for the SOp3q action.

Here pq “ idC0pR˚`q
b q where q : CpS2q ¸ SOp3q Ñ KpL2pS2qq is obtained by integration along the

fibers of the groupoid morphism pt, sq : S2 ¸ SOp3q Ñ S2 ˆ S2.

Calculation of K-theory with mapping cones To describe the foliation C˚-algebra we give
an interpretation of diagram 3 using mapping cones.

Denote by ρ : C˚pSOp3qq Ñ KpL2pS2qq the natural representation of SOp3q on L2pS2q. We thus
have a diagram

C˚pSOp3qq

ρ ((

j // CpS2q ¸ SOp3q

q

��
KpL2pS2qq

Figure 4: Mapping cones for the SOp3q action.

where j : C˚pSOp3qq Ñ CpS2q¸SOp3q is the morphism induced by the unital inclusion CÑ CpS2q.

Identify C0pR3q with the mapping cone of C Ñ CpS2q. Taking crossed products by the action of
SOp3q and using the diagram in figure 3, we find:

• The crossed product C˚-algebra C0pR3q ¸ SOp3q in extension pEC5q is the mapping cone Cp,
where p is the map j : C˚pSOp3qq Ñ CpS2q ¸ SOp3q

• The foliation C˚-algebra C˚pFq in extension pEC6q is the mapping cone Cρ.

To describe C˚pFq it suffices to describe the representation ρ : C˚pSOp3qq Ñ KpL2pS2qq.

It follows from the Peter-Weyl theorem C˚pSOp3qq “ ‘mPNM2m`1pCq and K0pC
˚pSOp3qqq “ ZpNq

(and K1pC
˚pSOp3qqq “ t0u).
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In order to compute the map ρ˚ : K0pC
˚pSOp3qqq Ñ Z, we have to understand how many times the

representation σm (of dimension 2m`1) appears in ρ, i.e. count the dimension of HomSOp3qpσm, ρq.

Since S2 “ SOp3q{S1, the representation ρ is the representation Ind
SOp3q
S1 pεq induced by the trivial

representation ε of S1. Using the Frobenius reciprocity theorem we know dimpHomSOp3qpσm, ρq “
dimpHomS1pσm, εq “ 1.

It follows that the map ρ˚ : K0pC
˚pSOp3qqq Ñ Z is the map which maps each generator rσms of

K0pC
˚pSOp3qqq to 1.

We immediately deduce:

Proposition 2.6. We have K0pC
˚pFqq “ ker ρ˚ » ZpNq and K1pC

˚pFqq “ 0. ˝

Remark 2.7. In the same way, one may easily compute j˚ : K0pC
˚pSOp3qq Ñ K0pCpS

2q ¸

C˚pSOp3qq and K˚pC0pR3q ¸ SOp3qq. In fact, this is a really classical result that we recall briefly
here: The algebra CpS2q ¸ C˚pSOp3qq is Morita equiavalent to C˚pS1q and the morphism j˚ :
K0pC

˚pSOp3qqq Ñ K0pC
˚pS1qq is the restriction morphism RpSOp3qq Ñ RpS1q where RpGq “

K0pC
˚pGqq is the representation ring of a compact group G (see [37, 26]).

It follows that j˚prσmsq “
m
ÿ

k“´m

rχks where the pχkqkPZ are the characters of S1. The morphism j˚

is therefore (split) injective, and we find K0pC0pR3q¸SOp3qq “ 0 and K1pC0pR3q¸SOp3qq » ZpNq.

2.3.2 The SLp2,Rq-action

We consider the foliation on R2 induced by the action of SLp2,Rq. Recall the following:

a) SLp2,Rq is not compact and not amenable, but it was shown by Kasparov in [29] to be
KK-amenable.

b) Its maximal compact is S1.

c) The action of SLp2,Rq on R2zt0u is transitive and the stabilizer of the point p1, 0q is the set

of matrices of the form
ˆ

1 t
0 1

˙

. Whence the action groupoid pR2zt0uq ¸ SLp2,Rq is Morita

equivalent to the group R. So the crossed product C0pR2zt0uq¸SLp2,Rq is Morita equivalent
to the group C˚-algebra C˚pRq.

d) It follows as above from Lemma 1.3 (see also [3, Ex. 3.7]) that the associated holonomy
groupoid is

HpFq “ pR2zt0u ˆ R2zt0uq
ď

t0u ˆ SLp2,Rq

It follows that this foliation is nicely decomposable of singularity height 1 with G “ G0 “ R2 ¸

SLp2,Rq (see remark 1.6). Here the diagram of figure 1 reads:

0 // pC0pR2zt0uqq ¸ SLp2,Rq ι //

π1

��

C0pR2q ¸ SLp2,Rq //

π

��

C˚pSLp2,Rqq // 0

0 // KpL2pR2zt0uqq // C˚pFq // C˚pSLp2,Rqq // 0

Figure 5: Exact sequences for the SLp2,Rq action.
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Recall that the C˚-algebras involved are full C˚-algebras.

Direct Calculation of K-theory The short exact sequence

0 Ñ KpL2pR2zt0uqq Ñ C˚pFq Ñ C˚pSLp2,Rqq Ñ 0

gives the 6-terms exact sequence:

K0pKpL2pR2zt0uqqq // K0pC
˚pFqq // K0pC

˚pSLp2,Rqqq

��
K1pC

˚pSLp2,Rqqq

OO

K1pC
˚pFqqoo K1pKpL2pR2zt0uqqqoo

We have K0pKpL2pR2zt0uqqq “ Z and K1pKpL2pR2zt0uqqq “ 0. On the other hand, using the
Connes-Kasparov conjecture proved in [29, 47], we have K1pC

˚pSLp2,Rqqq “ 0. We conclude that

K1pC
˚pR2,Fqq “ 0 and K0pC

˚pR2,Fqq “ Z‘K0pC
˚pSLp2,Rqqq “ Z‘ ZpZq

Calculation of K-theory with mapping cones Although the above construction is quite direct,
it may be worth examining a construction following the general procedure of section 2.1 (Prop. 2.1):

To apply the mapping cones approach we gave in section 2.1, we need the following result which
follows from Kasparov [29, 30].

Proposition 2.8. Let SLp2,Rq act on a C˚-algebra A by automorphisms. The algebras A¸SLp2,Rq
and A¸ S1 are KK-equivalent.

Proof. The Lie group S1 is a maximal compact subgroup of SLp2,Rq. Note also that SLp2,Rq{S1

is the Poincaré half plane and therefore admits a complex structure, hence an SLp2,Rq-invariant
spinc structure. The result follows from [29].

It follows in fact from [29] that the exact sequences

0 Ñ C0pR2zt0uq ¸ SLp2,Rq Ñ C0pR2q ¸ SLp2,Rq Ñ C˚pSLp2,Rqq Ñ 0

and
0 Ñ C0pR2zt0uq ¸ S1 Ñ C0pR2q ¸ S1 Ñ C˚pS1q Ñ 0

are KK-equivalent. Note that

• K0pC
˚pSLp2,Rqqq “ K0pC

˚pS1qq “ ZpZq, and K1 “ 0.

• since S1 acts freely on R2zt0u, with quotient R˚`, it follows that C0pR2zt0uq ¸ S1 is Morita
equivalent to C0pR˚`q; also since SLp2,Rq acts transitively on R2zt0uq with stabilizers isomor-
phic to R, it follows that C0pR2zt0uq¸SLp2,Rq is Morita equivalent to C˚pRq. It follows that
K1pCpR2zt0uq ¸ SLp2,Rqq “ K1pCpR2zt0uq ¸ S1q “ Z and K0 “ 0.

• Using the complex structure of R2, we have a Bott isomorphism of K˚pC0pR2q ¸ S1q with
K˚pC

˚pS1qq. It follows that K0pCpR2q ¸ SLp2,Rqq “ K0pCpR2q ¸ S1q “ ZpZq, and K1 “ 0.
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From this discussion, it follows that the morphism ι : C0pR2zt0uq ¸ SLp2,Rq Ñ C0pR2q ¸ SLp2,Rq
induces the 0 map in K-theory, and so does the map π : C0pR2zt0uq ¸ SLp2,Rq Ñ K.

Remark 2.9. Denoting by pχnqnPZ the characters of S1, the image of rχns P K˚pC0pR2q ¸ S1q by
C0pR2q ¸ S1 Ñ C˚pS1q (evaluation at 0) is rχns ´ rχn`1s. This morphism is one to one and its
image is the set of elements in RpS1q of dimension 0.

As the maps ι and π induce the 0 map in K-theory, we find as above from Prop. 2.1.

Proposition 2.10. Let F be the foliation defined by the action of SLp2,Rq on R2. We have

K0pFq » K0pC0pR2q ¸ SL2pRqq ‘K0pKq ‘K1pC0pR2zt0uq ¸ SL2pRqq » ZpNq ‘ Z‘ Z

and K1pFq “ 0. ˝

Note that we have a split short exact sequence 0 Ñ K0pC0pR2q ¸ SL2pRqq Ñ K0pC
˚pSL2pRqqq Ñ

K1pC0pR2zt0uq¸SL2pRqq Ñ 0, and thus the results of prop. 2.10 and the direct calculation (section
2.3.2) are coherent.

2.3.3 Generalizations

The examples introduced above can be extended to the action of SOpnq or SLpn,Rq on Rn. Let us
discuss here a slightly more general situation which still gives singularity height one foliations.

Subgroups of SOpnq Let G be a connected closed subgroup of SOpnq. Assume that its action
on Sn´1 is transitive, and let H Ă G be the stabilizer of a point in Sn´1. Denote by F the foliation
of Rn associated with the action of G. Exactly as in the case of the action of SOp3q P R3, we find
that

• HpFq “
`

Gˆ t0u
˘

\
`

R˚` ˆ Sn´1 ˆ Sn´1
˘

;

• C˚pRn,Fq is the mapping cone of the morphism C˚pGq Ñ KpSn´1q.

• The map RpGq Ñ Z corresponding to this morphism associates to a (virtual) representation
σ the (virtual) dimension of its H fixed points. It is onto, and therefore K0pC

˚pRn,Fqq “ ZN

and K1pC
˚pRn,Fqq “ 0.

Subgroups of GLn Let now G be a closed connected subgroup of GLpn,Rq. Assume that its
action on Rnzt0u is transitive, and let H Ă G be the stabilizer of a nonzero point in Rn.
As for the case of SLp2,Rq acting on R2, we have:

• The holonomy groupoid is HpFq “
`

pRnzt0uq ˆ pRnzt0uq
˘

\
`

Gˆ t0u
˘

.

• We have an exact sequence of full C˚-algebras 0 Ñ KpL2pRnzt0uqq Ñ C˚pRn,Fq Ñ C˚pGq Ñ
0 and therefore an exact sequence:

0 Ñ K1pC
˚pRn,Fqq Ñ K1pC

˚pGqq
B
ÝÑ ZÑ K0pC

˚pRn,Fqq Ñ K0pC
˚pGqq Ñ 0.

In order to try and compute the connecting map B, we may use the diagram of figure 1.
Note that the groupoid pRnzt0uq ¸ G is Morita equivalent to the group H. Following this
diagram, the connecting map B is the composition of the trivial representation of H of with
the connecting map B1 : K1pC

˚pGqq Ñ K0pC0pRnzt0uq ¸Gq » K0pC
˚pHqq.
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An example of this kind is of course SLpn,Cq Ă SLp2n,Rq. The stabilizer group of a z P Cnzt0u,
say z “ p1, 0, . . . , 0q is the group of matrices in SLpn,Cq whose first row is p1, 0, . . . , 0q. That is
Cn´1 ¸ SLpn´ 1,Cq.
Another example is given by G “ G1ˆR˚` where G1 is a connected closed subgroup of SOpnq whose
action on Sn´1 is transitive, and R˚` acts by similarities. Note that if F1 is the foliation defined
by the action of G1, there is a natural action of R˚` on HpF1q and HpFq is a semi-direct product
HpF1q ¸ R˚`; we find C˚pRn,Fq “ C˚pRn,F1q ¸ R˚`. Thanks to the Connes-Thom isomorphism,
the algebras C˚pRn,Fq and C˚pRn,F1q have the same K-theory up to a shift of dimension.

2.4 Actions of R on manifolds

Now we come to example 1.7.d), which also belongs to the case of height one foliations. Let M be
a manifold endowed with a smooth action α of R. Let F be foliation associated with this action -
i.e. with the the groupoid M ¸α R. We keep the notation of example 1.7.d).

We showed that F is nicely decomposable in the sense of definition 1.4. Here we compute the
K-theory using an exact sequence. Note that in this example, in presence of periodic points, the
groupoid G0 is not always Hausdorff and its classifying space for proper actions is not a manifold,
therefore theorem 5.13 does not apply directly.

From proposition 1.9 we deduce that the groupoid G11ÝÑÝÑM which coincides with HpFq on the
complement of W and with W ˆ R on W is a (non necessarily Hausdorff) Lie groupoid and gives
rise to the nice decomposition pW ÝÑÝÑW,G11ÝÑÝÑMq of F . We will rather exploit this one in the
computations below.

Put also Y “MzW .

2.4.1 Exact sequence of fixed points

Proposition 2.11. The KK1-element associated with the exact sequence

0 // C0pW q //// C˚pM,Fq // C˚pM,Fq|Y // 0 pEC1q

is 0.

Proof. The corresponding exact sequence for the groupoid G11 givers rise to the following diagram:

0 // C0pW q // // C˚pM,Fq // C˚pM,Fq|Y // 0 pEC1q

0 // C0pW ˆ Rq //

ev0

OO

C˚pG11q //

OO

C˚pG11q|Y // 0 pEC2q

Denote by z1, z2 the KK1 elements associated with exact sequences pEC1q and pEC2q. We have
z1 “ pev0q˚pz2q. But pev0q, which is the map induced by the inclusion x ÞÑ px, 0q from W to W ˆR
is the 0 element in KK, whence z1 “ 0 as claimed.

We immediately deduce:

Corollary 2.12. We have K˚pC˚pM,Fqq “ K˚pC0pW qq ‘K˚pC
˚pM,Fq|Y q. ˝
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If all periodic points are in fact fixed, i.e. if Perpαq “ W , then, using Connes’ Thom isomorphism
[17] this computation yields:

Corollary 2.13. Assume that all the periodic points are in fact fixed. The K-theory group of
C˚pM,Fq is

K˚pC
˚pM,Fqq “ K˚pC0pW qq ‘K˚pC0pY q ¸ Rq “ K˚pC0pW qq ‘K1´˚pC0pY qq. ˝

Remark 2.14. Corollary 2.13 can be interpreted by saying that, when there are no non trivial stably
periodic points, the classifying space of proper actions of the holonomy groupoid is W \Y ˆR. The
associated assembly map is an isomorphism.

2.4.2 The stably periodic points

In presence of nontrivial stable periodic points, the complete computation of the K-theory is not so
simple... Even in the regular case, this computation is quite hard. See e.g. [43].

As a consequence of proposition 1.9 we find:

Proposition 2.15. The set yPerpαq “ PerpαqzW of nontrivial stably periodic points is open.

Proof. By prop. 1.9, the set W is closed in Perpαq, whence its complement is open in Perpαq - and
therefore in M since Perpαq is open.

For x P yPerpαq, let ppxq P R` be the infimum of the set of t ą 0 such that px, tq P M ˆ R is the
trivial element in HpFq. By [21] it follows that ppxq ą 0 and px, ppxqq is the trivial element in
HpFq.

Proposition 2.16. The map p : yPerpαq Ñ R` is smooth.

Proof. Since px, ppxqq is the trivial element in HpFq there exists an open neighborhood U Ă yPerpαq
of x and a bounded (below and above) smooth function f : U Ñ R˚` such that py, fpyqq P P for all
y P U and ppxq “ fpxq. For y P U , since U is a neighborhood of y, it follows that fpyq is a multiple
of ppyq.

• Assume Xpxq “ 0. Let m P R` such that fpyq ď m for all y P U . Put V “ tx P U ; @t P
r0,ms, αtpxq P Uu; by compactness of r0,ms it is an open subset of U . Then by periodicity, V
is invariant by αt, t P R. For y P V and t P r0, T s, as fpαtpyqq is a multiple of ppαtpyqq “ ppyq,
itt follows by continuity of f that fpαtpyqq “ fpyq. Replacing X by 1{fX, we get an action
of S1 on V .

Since S1 is compact, Bochner’s linearization theorem [14] says that in an open and S1-
equivariant neighborhood U 1 of x the S1-action is actually a linear representation of S1,
which is faithful since fpxq “ ppxq. It follows that ppyq “ fpyq for all y P U 1.

• Assume that Xpxq ‰ 0. Then x is periodic of period ppxq{k with k P N˚. Now choose a
transversal T at x; we get an action of Z{kZ and applying Bochner’s linearization theorem
again, we conclude that fpyq “ ppyq in a neighborhood of x.

When restricting to yPerpαq, we may therefore replace X by
1

p
X and obtain an action of S1. The

foliation groupoid is then W \ yPerpαq ¸ S1 \ pMzPerpαqq ¸ R.
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Remarks 2.17. a) The building blocks of C˚pM,Fq are the algebras C0pW q, C0pyPerpαqq ¸ S
1

and C0pMzPerpαqq ¸ R. For each of them there is of course a topological K-theory and a
Baum-Connes map. Actually, since the first two are given by compact group actions, they
are their own “left-hand side”! The “left-hand side” for C0pMzPerpαqq ¸ R, given by Connes’
Thom isomorphism is pMzPerpαqq ˆ R.

b) We already noticed that K˚pC˚pM,Fqq “ K˚pW q ‘K˚pC
˚pM,Fq|Y q.

To compute K˚pC˚pM,Fq|Y q we may use the exact sequence

0 Ñ C0pyPerpαqq ¸ S
1 ÝÑ C˚pM,Fq|Y ÝÑ C0pMzPerpαqq ¸ RÑ 0 pEC3q

In order to compute the connecting map of this sequence we note that we have a diagram:

0 // C0pyPerpαqq ¸ S
1 //// C˚pFq|Y // C˚pM,Fq|MzPerpαq // 0 pEC3q

0 // C0pyPerpαqq ¸ R //

q

OO

C0pY q ¸ R //

OO

C0pMzPerpαqq ¸ R // 0 pEC4q

Denote by z3, z4 the KK1 elements associated with exact sequences pEC3q and pEC4q. We have
z3 “ q˚pz4q “ z4 b rqs. To compute z3 we then remark:

• Through Connes’ Thom isomorphism

KK1pC0pMzPerpαqq ¸ R, C0pyPerpαqq ¸ Rq “ KK1pC0pMzPerpαqq, C0pyPerpαqqq

the element rz4s corresponds to the exact sequence of commutative algebras

0 Ñ C0pyPerpαqq ÝÑ C0pY q ÝÑ C0pMzPerpαqq Ñ 0

• Under the Takesaki-Takai isomorphism C0pyPerpαqqbK » pC0pyPerpαqq¸S
1q¸Z the element

rqs in

KKpC0pyPerpαqq ¸ R, C0pyPerpαqq ¸ S
1q “ KK1pC0pyPerpαqq, C0pyPerpαqq ¸ S

1q

“ KK1ppC0pyPerpαqq ¸ S
1q ¸ Z, C0pyPerpαqq ¸ S

1q

is the one associated the Pimsner Voiculescu exact sequence

0 Ñ B bK ÝÑ T ÝÑ B ¸ ZÑ 0

(here B “ C0pyPerpαqq ¸ S
1).

3 Larger singularity height and telescope

In this section we extend the constructions of section 2 to singular foliations of arbitrary singularity
height. The mapping cone of section 2 is replaced by a telescope. We start by recalling telescope
constructions.
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3.1 Mapping telescopes

Let us recall the following construction of C˚-algebras:

Definition 3.1. Let n P N Y t`8u. Given C˚-algebras pBkq0ďkăn and pIkq1ďkăn and morphisms
αk : Ik Ñ Bk´1 and βk : Ik Ñ Bk, we define the associated telescopic C˚-algebra

T ppαkq1ďkăn, pβkq1ďkănq

to be the C˚-algebra comprising of

ppφkq0ďkăn, pxkq1ďkănq P
ź

0ďkăn

Bkrk, k ` 1s ˆ
ź

1ďkăn

Ik

such that

• for 1 ď k ă n we have φkpkq “ βkpxkq and φk´1pkq “ αk´1pxkq.

• φ0p0q “ 0,

•

$

&

%

φn´1pnq “ 0 if n ‰ `8

lim
kÑ`8

}φk} “ lim
kÑ`8

}xk} “ 0 if n “ `8

Remark 3.2. A particular case of a telescope is when Ik “ Bk´1 and αk “ idIk . We will denote
just by T pβq the associated mapping telescope T pid, βq. In that case, if n “ 8, let us also denote
by B8 the inductive limit of the system pBk, βkq. We then have an exact sequence

0 Ñ T pβq Ñ T 1pβq Ñ B8 Ñ 0 (3.1)

where T 1pβq is the set of elements that have a limit at 8: it is the inductive limit of T 1kpβq (i.e. the
closure inMpT pβqq of the increasing union of T 1kpβq) where T 1kpβq is the algebra of functions that
become constant after k: i.e. such that φ` is constant for ` ě k - and of course equal to the image
in B` of the element φkpkq P Bk. Note that we have a diagram

0 // T pβq //

��

T 1pβq //

��

B8 // 0

0 // B8p0,`8q // B8p0,`8s // B8 // 0

It follows that the composition of the element in E1pB8, T pβqq given by the exact sequence (3.1)
with the morphism T pβq Ñ B8p0,`8q is the unit element of E1pB8, B8p0,`8qq “ EpB8, B8q.

Using this remark, one obtains the following results (cf. [38]):

Proposition 3.3. a) If Ik and Bk are E-contractible, then T pα, βq is also E-contractible.

b) If pBk, βkq is an inductive system of E-contractible C˚-algebras, then their inductive limit B8
is E-contractible.

c) If pBk, βkq is an inductive system of C˚-algebras then T 1pβq is E-contractible and the element
in E1pB8, T pβqq given by the exact sequence (3.1) is invertible.
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Proof. a) Indeed, we have a unital ring morphism
ź

EpBk, Bkq Ñ Ep
à

Bk,
à

Bkq and it
follows that if the Bk are E-contractible, then

à

Bk is E-contractible. Since
à

Bk and
à

Ik are E-contractible, then by the exact sequence

0 Ñ
à

Bkp0, 1q Ñ T pα, βq Ñ
à

Ik Ñ 0,

the telescope T pα, βq is E-contractible.

b) Since the telescope T pβq is E-contractible, the algebra B8 is E-contractible since, by remark
3.2, it is E-sub-equivalent to T pβq.

c) We have (split) exact sequences 0 Ñ Bkpk, k ` 1s Ñ T 1k`1pβq Ñ T 1kpβq Ñ 0 and it follows by
induction that, for all k, T 1kpβq is KK-contractible - and therefore E-contractible (note that
T 10 pβq “ 0). It follows that the inductive limit T 1pβq is E-contractible and therefore the exact
sequence (3.1) induces an E1-equivalence.

In fact a telescope can be expressed as a mapping torus:

Remarks 3.4. a) Recall that given C˚-algebras A,B and morphisms u, v : A Ñ B the torus
C˚-algebra Tpu, vq is

tpa, φq P AˆBr0, 1s; upaq “ φp0q, vpaq “ φp1qu.

In fact the telescopic C˚-algebra T pα, βq identifies with the torus C˚-algebra Tpqα, qβq of the

morphisms qα, qβ :
n
à

k“1

Ik Ñ
n
à

k“0

Bk defined by

qαppxkqkq “ p0, α1px1q, . . . , αkpxkq, . . .q

and
qβppxkqkq “

#

pβ0px1q, . . . , βn´1pxnq, 0q if n P N
pβkpxk`1qqkPN if n “ `8

b) In turn, a mapping torus is easily seen to be K-equivalent to a mapping cone:

Let A,B be C˚-algebras and j˘ : A Ñ B ˚-homomorphisms. Let j : ApR˚`q Ñ BpRq be the
˚-homomorphism defined by

jpφqptq “

$

’

&

’

%

j`pφptqq if t ą 0

0 if t “ 0

j´pφp´tqq if t ă 0

Then Tpj`, j´qpR˚`q is canonically isomorphic with Cj .

Indeed,

Tpj`, j´qpR˚`q “ tpφ, ψq P ApR˚`q ˆBpR˚` ˆ r0, 1sq; ψpt, 0q “ j`pφptqq, ψpt, 1q “ j´pφptqqu
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and

Cj “

$

’

&

’

%

pφ, ψq P ApR˚`q ˆBpRˆ R`q; ψpt, 0q “

$

’

&

’

%

j`pφptqq if t ą 0

0 if t “ 0

j´pφp´tqq if t ă 0

,

/

.

/

-

“

#

pφ, ψq P ApR˚`q ˆBpRˆ R`ztp0, 0quq; ψpt, 0q “

#

j`pφptqq if t ą 0

j´pφp´tqq if t ă 0

+

are isomorphic through the homeomorphism pr, θq ÞÑ pr cosπθ, r sinπθq from R˚` ˆ r0, 1s onto
pRˆ R`qztp0, 0qu.

3.2 The telescope of nicely decomposable foliations

Let pM,Fq be a nicely decomposable foliation of height n P N Y t8u in the sense of definition
1.4. Generalizing the case n “ 1, we construct a C˚-algebra which is E-equivalent with the (full)
foliation C˚-algebra.

We are thus given open subsets pWkqkăn`1 groupoids GkÝÑÝÑWk and morphisms Gk|WkXWk´1
Ñ Gk´1

satisfying the conditions of def. 1.4.

Let Ωk “
ď

jďk

Wj be the sequence of strata of this decomposition and Yk “ ΩkzΩk´1.

Since F is assumed to be nicely decomposable, we are given Lie groupoids GkÝÑÝÑWk and morphisms
of Lie groupoids qk : Gk|Ωk´1

Ñ Gk´1 such that Gk|Yk “ HpYk,Fq.
For every 0 ď k ă n ` 1 consider the full C˚-algebras Ak “ C˚pΩk,Fq and Bk “ C˚pGkq and the
morphism, obtained by integration along the fibers pk : Bk Ñ Ak. Put also Qk “ C˚pGk|Ykq. We
have a diagram:

0 // Ik

πk

��

jk`1 //
qk

��

Bk`1

pk`1

��

// Qk`1
// 0

Bk

pk��
0 // Ak

ιk //

ι̃k ''

Ak`1
//

ι̃k`1��

Ak`1{Ak // 0

C˚pM,Fq

Figure 6: Short exact sequences of strata.

Here the map qk is integration along the fibers of the groupoid morphism qk : Gk`1|Ωk
Ñ Gk and

πk “ pk ˝ qk : Ik Ñ Ak. The quotient algebras Bk{Ik´1 and Ak{Ak´1 coincide (with Qk).

Denote also by ι̃k : Ak Ñ C˚pM,Fq “ An the inclusion.

As, for every k ă n we have ι̃k ˝ πk “ ι̃k ˝ pk ˝ qk “ ι̃k`1 ˝ pk`1 ˝ jk`1, we obtain a morphism Ψ :
T pq, jq Ñ Anp0, n` 1q defined by Ψppφkq0ďkăn`1, pxkq1ďkăn`1qptq “ ι̃k ˝ pkpφkptqq for t P rk, k` 1s.
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Theorem 3.5. With the above notation, the class in EpT pq, jq, Anp0, n` 1qq of the morphism Ψ is
invertible.

Proof. Let B “ tf P Anp0, n ` 1s; @t P R˚`,@k P N; t ´ 1 ď k ď n ñ fptq P Aku and put
J “ tf P B; fpn` 1q “ 0u

The inclusion J Ñ Anp0, n` 1q is an E-equivalence (cf. [38] - if n ă `8, it is a KK-equivalence).
Its inverse is given by the exact sequence 0 Ñ J Ñ B Ñ An Ñ 0.

For ` P N, ` ď n, put J` “ tf P J ; fptq “ 0 if t ě `` 1u and let T` be the ideal

T` “ tppφkq0ďkăn`1, pxkq1ďkăn`1q P T ; @k ą n, φk “ 0 and xk “ 0u.

Let us show by induction that the morphism Ψ` : T` Ñ J` induced by Ψ is an E-equivalence:

• Ψ0 is an isomorphism (and the case ` “ 1 follows from the proof of prop. 2.1).

• We have an exact sequence

0 // T`´1
//

Ψ`´1

��

T` //

Ψ`

��

Cj` //

p̃`
��

0

0 // J`´1
// J` // Cι`´1

// 0

where p̃` : Cj` Ñ Cι`´1
is the morphism induced by p` : B` Ñ A` at the cone level.

Examining figure 6, as j` and ι`´1 are inclusions of ideals and p` induces an isomorphism
B`{I` Ñ A`{A`´1, we deduce that p̃` is E-invertible. We thus obtain the induction step.

If n is finite, the proof is complete.

If n “ `8, the mapping cone CΨ`
is E-contractible for all ` and it follows that their inductive limit

CΨ is E-contractible.

4 Longitudinally smooth groupoids and equivariant KK-theory

We proved in theorem 3.5 that the telescopic algebra T pq, jq has the same K-theory as C˚pM,Fq.
In the next section, we will build a Baum-Connes map for the telescopic algebra T pq, jq, which will
give us a Baum-Connes map for C˚pM,Fq.
The telescopic algebra T pq, jq associated with a nicely decomposable foliation, as well as the foliation
algebra itself (thanks to [21]), is the C˚-algebra of a longitudinally smooth groupoid in a sense that
we briefly describe here.

Note that all the constructions we will give below generalize easily to groupoids that are covered by
C8,0 manifolds or even locally compact spaces with Haar measures.

4.1 Some “classical” constructions with Lie groupoids

Before proceeding to explain this construction, we recall some constructions based on Lie groupoids
that we will use.
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Pull-back groupoid. Let G
t,s
ÝÑÝÑGp0q be a Lie groupoid, M a smooth manifold and q : M Ñ Gp0q

a smooth submersion. The pull back groupoid Gqq is a subgroupoid

Gqq “ tpx, γ, yq PM ˆGˆM ; qpxq “ tpγq and qpyq “ spγqu

of the product groupoid of G with the pair groupoid M ˆM . As q is supposed to be a submersion,
Gqq is a Lie groupoid (actually, a transversality condition suffices). If qpMq meets all the G-orbits,
the groupoids G and Gqq are canonically Morita equivalent.

Actions on spaces. Recall that an action of a groupoid G
t,s
ÝÑÝÑGp0q on a space X is given by a

map p : X Ñ Gp0q and the action G ˆs,p X Ñ X denoted by pγ, xq ÞÑ γ.x with the requirements
ppγ.xq “ tpγq, γ.pγ1.xq “ pγγ1q.x and u.x “ x if u “ ppxq.

Semi-direct product. If a groupoid G acts on a space X, we may form the semi-direct product
groupoid X ¸G:

• as a set X ¸G “ X ˆt G “ tpx, γq P X ˆG; tpΓq “ xu;

• pX ¸Gqp0q “ X; we have tpx, γq “ x and spx, γq “ γ´1.x;

• the elements px, γq and py, γ1q are composable if x “ γy; the composition is then px, γqpy, γ1q “
px, γγ1q.

When p is a submersion, X ¸G is a Lie groupoid: it is the closed subgroupoid tpx, γ, yq P Gpp; x “
γ.yu of Gpp.

Actions on groupoids. This construction can be generalized: If X
tX ,sX
ÝÑÝÑXp0q is a groupoid, we

say that the action is by groupoid automorphisms (cf. [15]) if G acts on Xp0q through a map
p0 : Xp0q Ñ Gp0q, we have p “ p0 ˝ tX “ p0 ˝ sX and γ.pxyq “ pγ.xqpγ.yq. There is a semi-direct
product construction in this generalized setting.

4.2 Longitudinally smooth groupoids

A longitudinally smooth groupoid is a groupoid G
t,s
ÝÑÝÑGp0q such that:

• its set of objects is endowed with a structure of smooth manifold (possibly with boundary or
corners);

• for every x P Gp0q, the set Gx “ t´1ptxuq caries also a smooth structure (without boundary)
and the source map s : Gx Ñ Gp0q is smooth with (locally) constant rank;

• the “smooth structure” of G itself is given by an atlas which is a family of smooth (Hausdorff)
manifolds pUiqiPI (possibly with boundary or corners) and maps qi : Ui Ñ G.

We assume that these smooth structures satisfy:
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Compatibility. For every i P I, the maps t ˝ qi and s ˝ qi are smooth submersions; for every i P I
and every x P Gp0q the map qi induces a smooth submersion q´1

i pG
xq Ñ Gx.

Minimal elements. For every γ P G, there exists i P I and z P qi such that qipzq “ γ and the
map q´1

i pG
tpγqq Ñ Gtpγq is a local diffeomorphism near z. If j P I and z1 P Uj are such that

qjpz
1q “ γ, then there is an open neigborhood V 1 Ă Uj of z1 and a submersion ϕ : V 1 Ñ Ui

such that qi ˝ ϕ “ pqjq|V 1 .

Inverse is smooth. For every i P I, there exists j P I and a diffeomorphism κ : Ui Ñ Uj such that
qj ˝ κpzq “ qipzq

´1 for every z P Ui.

Composition is smooth. For every i, j P I, let Ui ˝ Uj be the fibered product Ui ˆs˝qi,t˝qj Uj .
For every pzi, zjq P Ui ˝ Uj , there is a k P I, a neighborhood W of pzi, zjq in Ui ˝ Uj and a
submersion ϕ : W Ñ Uk such that for all pwi, wjq PW we have qipwiqqjpwjq “ qk ˝ ϕpwi, wjq.

Exactly as in [3], we may associate to a longitudinally smooth groupoid a C˚-algebra C˚pGq (as
well as a reduced one, since the s-fibers are assumed to be manifolds).

Examples 4.1. a) A Lie groupoid is of course a longitudinally smooth groupoid. The atlas is
the groupoid itself!

b) The holonomy groupoid of a singular foliation is such a longitudinally smooth groupoid, the
atlas is given by bisubmersions (see [3]).

c) The telescopic algebra T pq, jq constructed in the previous section is associated with the

groupoid G “

n
ď

k“0

Gk ˆ pk, k ` 1q Y
n
ď

k“1

pGkqΩk´1XWk
ˆ tku. Its set of objects is the open

subset
´

n
ď

k“0

Wk ˆ pk, k ` 1q
¯

Y

´

n
ď

k“1

pΩk´1 XWkq ˆ pk ´ 1, k ` 1q
¯

of M ˆ R˚`.

It is endowed with the atlas formed by the Lie groupoids pGk ˆ pk, k ` 1qqkPN, kďn and
ppGkqΩk´1XWk

ˆ pk ´ 1, k ` 1qqkPN, 1ďkďn.

4.3 Action of a longitudinally smooth groupoid on a C˚-algebra

We now fix a longitudinally smooth groupoid G
t,s
ÝÑÝÑM with an atlas pUi, qiqiPI . We put si “ s ˝ qi

and ti “ t ˝ qi.

4.3.1 Action of a locally compact groupoid on a C˚-algebra [30, 32]

For the convenience of the reader we recall some definitions on CpXq-algebras and actions of locally
compact groupoids from [30, 32]. In this section, all spaces - and groupoids - are assumed to be
Hausdorff.

Let M be a locally compact space.

a) A C0pMq-algebra is a pair pA, θq where A is a C˚-algebra and θ : C0pMq Ñ ZMpAq a ˚-
homomorphism such that θpC0pMqqA “ A. (Here ZMpAq is the center of the multiplier
algebra of A.)
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b) Put Ab “ ta PMpAq : φa P A for all φ P C0pXqu and Ac “ ACcpXq.

c) Let A,B be C0pMq-algebras. A homomorphism of C0pMq-algebras φ : A Ñ B is a C0pMq-
linear homomorphism of C˚-algebras.

d) Let N be a locally compact space and p : N Ñ M a continuous map. Then C0pNq is a
C0pMq-algebra thanks to the map θ “ p˚ : C0pMq Ñ CbpNq “MpC0pMqq.

Let A be a C0pMq algebra.

e) For every x P M there is a fiber Ax “ A{CxA where Cx “ th P C0pMq : hpxq “ 0u. The
natural map AÑ

ź

xPM

Ax induced by the quotient maps πx : AÑ Ax is injective. For instance,

in example d, given x PM the fiber C0pNqx is C0pNxq where Nx “ p´1pxq.

f) A homomorphism of C0pMq-algebras φ : A Ñ B induces a homomorphism of C˚-algebras
pφxqxPM :

ź

xPM

Ax Ñ
ź

xPM

Bx. The homomorphism φ is injective (surjective) if and only of φx

is injective (surjective) for every x PM .

g) There are natural operations of restriction to open and closed subsets of M : If U is an open
subset of M and F “ XzU ; the algebra C0pUq identifies with the ideal C0pUq “ tf P C0pMq :
fpyq “ 0 for all y P F u of C0pMq. Then AU denotes the C0pUq-algebra C0pUqA and AF the
C0pF q-algebra A{AU . If Y Ă X is locally closed, then Y is open in Y and AY denotes the
C0pY q-algebra pAY qY .

h) Let A be a C0pMq and B a C0pNq-algebra. Then Abmax B is a C0pM ˆNq-algebra. When
M “ N , the restriction of AbmaxB to the diagonal tpx, xq : x PMu (which is a closed subset
of M ˆM) is a C0pMq-algebra denoted AbC0pMq B.

i) Again let A be a C0pMq-algebra and consider a smooth map p : N ÑM . We denote p˚A the
C0pNq-algebra obtained by restricting Ab C0pNq to the graph tpppyq, yq : y P Nu which is a
closed subset of M ˆ N (here C0pNq is regarded as a C0pNq-algebra). It is easy to see that
this construction has the following properties:

• pp˚Aqy “ Appyq for every y P N ;

• If A,B are C0pMq-algebras then p˚AbC0pY q p
˚B “ p˚pAbC0pMq Bq.

• If q : Z Ñ N is a smooth map then q˚pp˚Aq “ pp ˝ qq˚A.

j) With the previous notation, for every a P A we put p˚a “ a b 1 P pp˚Aqb. If φ : A Ñ B is a
homomorphism of C0pMq-algebras we put p˚φ “ φb idC0pNq : p˚AÑ p˚B.

k) An action of a Lie groupoid GÝÑÝÑM on a C0pMq-algebraA is defined in [32] by an isomorphism
α of C0pGq algebras s˚A Ñ t˚A. This isomorphism is given by a family of isomorphisms
αγ : Aspγq Ñ Atpγq for γ P G. The isomorphism α is required to be a representation of G, i.e.
to satisfy αγ˝γ1 “ αγ ˝ αγ1 for all pγ, γ1q P Gp2q “ G ˆs,t G.
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4.3.2 Action of a longitudinally smooth groupoid

Let G
t,s
ÝÑÝÑM be a longitudinally smooth groupoid with an atlas pUi, qiqiPI . We put si “ s ˝ qi and

ti “ t ˝ qi.

Definition 4.2. AG-algebra is a C0pMq-algebra A together with an isomorphism of C0pUiq-algebras
αi : s˚iAÑ t˚iA for every i P I.

a) The isomorphism αi is a family pαiuqiPI of isomorphisms αiu : Asipuq Ñ Atipuq. We require that
if γ P G is represented by two elements ui P Ui and uj P Uj (with i, j P I), then αiui “ αjuj .

b) By (a), we get a well defined isomorphism αγ : Aspγq Ñ Atpγq. We require that for every
composable γ, γ1 P G, we have αγγ1 “ αγ ˝ αγ1 .

Definition 4.3. Let pA,αq and pB, βq be G-algebras.

a) A morphism φ : A Ñ B is said to be G-equivariant if it is C0pMq-linear and for every γ P G
we have φtpγq ˝ αpγq “ βpγq ˝ φspγq.

b) More generaly let φ : A Ñ MpBq be a morphism. Let D “ Gpφq ‘ p0 ‘ Bq Ă A ‘MpBq
where Gpφq “ tpx, φpxqq; x P Au is the graph of φ. We say that φ is equivariant if there is an
action of G on D such that the inculsions AÑ D and B Ñ D are equivariant.

Examples 4.4. a) The algebra C0pMq is a G-algebra. For every i P I, we have t˚pC0pMqq “
C0pUq “ s˚pC0pMqq; the action α is the identity. For i P I, then at every u P Ui we associate
the identity map (CÑ C). In a sense, this corresponds to the trivial representation.

b) More generally, let Y ĂM is a locally closed saturated subset (i.e. such that for every γ P G
we have tpγq P Y ðñ spγq P Y ). Then C0pY q is a HpFq-algebra. In that case, For
every i P I, we have t´1pY q “ s´1pY q since Y is saturated and t˚pC0pY qq “ C0pt

´1pY qq “
C0ps

´1pY qq “ s˚pC0pY qq. Again, the action α is the identity.

4.3.3 Covariant representations and full crossed products

Let us very briefly extend some constructions of [3, §4 and 5] to the more general case of our
longitudinally smooth groupoid GÝÑÝÑM with atlas pUi, qiqiPI .

• When f : N Ñ M is a smooth submersion of manifolds, we may define a Hilbert C0pMq-
module Ef obtained by completion of the space CcpN ; Ω1{2 kerpdfqq with respect to the C0pMq

valued inner product defined by xξ, ηypxq “
ż

zPf´1pxq
ξpzqηpzq. This Hilbert module is endowed

with an action of C0pNq.

• Let i P I. We may then construct two Hilbert C˚-modules Eti and Esi over C0pMq.

• As C0pMq sits in the multiplier algebra of C˚pGq, every representation πG of C˚pGq on a
Hilbert space H gives rise to a representation πM of C0pMq.
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• The representation π is then characterized by πM and, for every i P I, a unitary Vi P
LpEsi bC0pMq H, Eti bC0pMq Hq intertwining the representations of C0pUq. It therefore de-
fines a measurable family of unitaries Uu : Hsipuq Ñ Htipuq. We require that Uu only dpends
on the class of qipuq in G (almost everywhere) and that (almost everywhere) it determines a
representation of the groupoid G. See [3, §5.2] for the details.

Let G act on a C˚-algebra A and let πA be a representation of A on a Hilbert space H. Using
the morphism from C0pMq to the multiplier algebra of A, we obtain a representation of C0pMq to
LpHq. For every i P I, as the image of C0pMq sits in the center of the multiplier algebra of A, we
have representations πsiA : s˚i pAq Ñ LpEsi bC0pMq Hq and π

ti
A : t˚i pAq Ñ LpEti bC0pMq Hq.

A covariant representation of G and A is given by a representation of πG of C˚pGq and a represen-
tation πA of A in the same Hilbert space H such that the two representations of C0pMq agree and,
for every i P I, the unitary Vi intertwines πsiA ˝ α

i with πtiA.

Then the closed linear span of πApaqπGpxq where a runs over A and x over C˚pGq is a ˚-subalgebra
of LpHq.

Definition 4.5. The full crossed product A¸G is the completion of this linear span with respect
to the supremum norm over all covariant representations.

Using the “regular representations” on L2pGxq, one may also construct a natural reduced crossed
product.

4.3.4 Actions of a longitudinally smooth groupoid on Hilbert modules

Let G, pUiqiPI , si, ti be as above.

Let pA,αq be a G-algebra and E a Hilbert module over A. As usually, we may define an action of
G on E by saying that it is just given by an action of G on the C˚-agebra KpE ‘Aq in such a way
that the natural morphism AÑ KpE ‘Aq is equivariant.
This amounts to giving, for any i P I, an isomorphism α̃ : E bA s˚iA Ñ E bA t˚iA of Banach
spaces, which corresponds to a family of isomorphisms α̃u : Esipuq Ñ Etipuq. We need compatibility
with α which means that for every x P Asipuq and ξ, ζ P Esipuq, we have α̃upξxq “ α̃upξqαupxq and
αupxξ|ζyq “ xα̃upξq|α̃upζqy.
As above, we require that α̃u only depends on the class of u in G and that the so defined α̃γ :
Espγq Ñ Etpγq for γ P HpFq defines a morphism of groupoids, which means that α̃γγ1 “ α̃γα̃γ1 .
Note also that, given an action of G on a E , we obtain for any i P I, an isomorphism of C0pUiq-
algebras KpE bA s˚iAq Ñ KpE bA t˚iAq and of their multipliers α̌U : LpE bA s˚iAq Ñ LpE bA t˚iAq.

4.4 G-equivariant KK-theory

Let G
t,s
ÝÑÝÑM be a longitudinally smooth groupoid with an atlas pUi, qiqiPI . We put si “ s ˝ qi and

ti “ t ˝ qi.

Here we use the apparatus developed in the previous sections to construct the topological K-theory
at the left-hand side of the Baum-Connes conjecture in classical terms (e.g. as in [32]). Namely we
define the groups KKGpA,Bq in §4.4.1. The difficulty is to construct the Kasparov product; we do
this in §4.4.3.
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4.4.1 Equivariant Kasparov cycles

We may of course define graded G algebras, graded Hilbert modules...

In what follows, all algebras will be Z{2Z-graded and all commutators are graded ones.

Also, all the C˚-algebras and Hilbert C˚-modules that we will consider are supposed to be separable

Recall the following from [28]:

• Let A,B be graded C˚-algebras. An pA,Bq-bimodule is a pair pE , πAq where E is a B-Hilbert
C˚-module and πA : A Ñ LpEq a representation which preserves the degree. For every ξ P E
and a P A we denote aξ “ πApaqpξq.

• A Kasparov pA,Bq-bimodule is a triple pE , πA, F q where pE , πAq is an pA,Bq-bimodule and F P
LpEq is of degree 1 (for the grading) and for all a P A, the elements rF, πApaqs, pF ´F ˚qπApaq
and p1´ F 2qπApaq are all in KpEq.

Definition 4.6. Let pA,Bq beG-algebras. AG-equivariant Kasparov pA,Bq bimodule is a Kasparov
pA,Bq bimodule pE , πA, F q such that:

a) E is endowed with an action of G (cf. sect. 4.3.4) and the representation πA : A Ñ LpEq “
MpKpEqq is G-equivariant (in the sense of def. 4.3.b);

b) for every i P I and h P C0pUiq, we have pα̌ipF b 1q ´ F b 1qh P KpE bA t˚iAq.

• Two G-equivariant Kasparov bimodules pE , πA, F q, pE 1, π1A, F 1q are unitarily equivalent if there
exists a G-equivariant unitary U P LpE , E 1q of degree 0 which satisfies UFU˚ “ F 1 and
UπApaqU

˚ “ π1Apaq for all a P A.

• Denote by EGpA,Bq the set of equivalence classes of G-equivariant Kasparov bimodules.

• A homotopy in EGpA,Bq is an element of EGpA,Br0, 1sq. We define KKGpA,Bq to be the
set of homotopy classes of elements of EGpA,Bq.

• The direct sum of Kasparov bimodules induces an abelian group structure in KKGpA,Bq.

• We define the unit element 1A P KKGpA,Aq as the class of pA, ιA, 0q, where ιApaq “ a P KpAq
for all a P A where the action of G on the C˚-module A is the action of G on the C˚-algebra
A.

4.4.2 Kasparov’s descent morphism

Given an equivariant Hilbert B module E , we may define the crossed product E ¸G “ E bB B ¸G
- and the same for the reduced crossed product. If we have an equivariant action A Ñ LpEq, we
naturally obtain an action A¸GÑ LpE ¸Gq.
Let pE , F q is an equivariant Kasparov pA,Bq bimodule. Put F pb1 P LpE bB B ¸ Gq “ LpE ¸ Gq.
We check as in [32] that pE ¸G,F pb1q is a Kasparov pA¸G,B ¸Gq bimodule. This construction
gives a well defined descent morphism jG : KKGpA,Bq Ñ KKpA¸G,B ¸Gq.

In the same way we also obtain a reduced descent morphism.
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4.4.3 Kasparov product - a general approach

In order to define the Kasparov product in this equivariant context, we need first to understand
the analogue of Kasparov’s “technical theorem” ([28, §3, Theorem 4]). It turns out that, in a sense,
the original theorem actually applies when formulated in a slightly different way. In turn, this
formulation contains many equivariant generalizations.

We start by recalling Voiculescu’s theorem on quasi-central approximate units (cf. [46, 7]).

Lemma 4.7. Let D1 be a C˚-algebra and D2 Ă D1 be a closed essential two sided ideal. Let h P D1

be a strictly positive element with }h} ď 1. Let b P D1 and let K ĂMpD2q be a (norm) compact
subset such that rh, ks P D1 for all k P K; let ε ą 0. Let f0 : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s be a continuous function
such that fp0q “ 0. Then there exists f : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s, continuous and such that fp0q “ 0, and
f0 ď f , }b´ fphqb} ă ε and }rfphq, ks} ă ε for all k P K. ˝

The following result is in fact proved by Kasparov in [28, §3, Theorem 4]. Formulated in this way,
it further contains many generalizations of the Kasparov product [30, 8, 32]. One immediately sees
that Higson’s proof given in [23] applies, so we omit it.

If J is a closed two sided ideal in a C˚-algebra B, thenMpB; Jq “ tx PMpBq; xB Ă Ju.

Theorem 4.8. (cf. [28, §3, Theorem 4]). Let D1 be a separable graded C˚-algebra and D2 a graded
closed essential two sided ideal in D1. Let b PMpD1;D2q`. Let also A1 be a graded C˚-subalgebra
of D1 containing a strictly positive element of D1 and such that A2 “ A1 XD2, contains a strictly
positive element of D2. Let K Ă MpD2q be a compact subset such that, for every x P A1 and
every k P K, we have rx, ks P D1. Then there exists M P MpA1;A2q

p0q such that 0 ď M ď 1,
p1´Mqb P D2 and rM,Ks Ă D2. ˝

One obtains easily a formulation which encodes many equivariant formulations of the product.

Notation 4.9. Let D be a separable graded C˚-algebra and A Ă D a subalgebra containing a
strictly positive element of Dp0q.

Let I denote the set of graded closed two-sided essential ideals I of D such that I X Ap0q contains
a strictly positive elements of I.

LetD1, D2 P I such thatD2 Ă D1. Put Ai “ DiXA. Denote by EApD1, D2q the set of F PMpA2q
p1q

such that:

for all x P D1, we have xp1´ F 2q P D2, xpF ´ F ˚q P D2, rx, F s P D2.

In other words pA2, F q is a Kasparov pA1, A2q bimodule and pD2, F q is a Kasparov pD1, D2q bimod-
ule.

Theorem 4.10. Let D0, D1, D2 P I such that D2 Ă D1 Ă D0. Let F1 P EApD0, D1q and F2 P

EApD1, D2q. Denote by F17F2 “ tF P EApD0, D2q;F ´ F2 PMpA1;A2q, rF, F1s PMpA2q` `A2u.

a) For every F1 P EApD0, D1q and F2 P EApD1, D2q the set F17F2 is non empty and path con-
nected.

b) The path connected component of F P F17F2 in EApD0, D2q only depends on the path connected
components of F1 P EApD0, D1q and of F2 P EApD1, D2q.
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c) (Associativity). Let D3 P I with D3 Ă D2 and F3 P EApD2, D3q. Let F 11 P F17F2, F 12 P F27F3.
Then F 117F3 and F17F

1
2 are contained in the same path connected component of EApD0, D3q.

Proof. The proof is exactly the same as in the “classical” case (cf. [28, 19, 40]).

For instance, to establish that F17F2 is non empty, we take Q “ C˚pD0, F1, F2q. LetK be a compact
subset of Q generating Q as a closed space and let b be a strictly positive element of QXMpD1;D2q.

Apply then Theorem 4.8, and put F “M1{2F1 ` p1´Mq
1{2F2.

If we start with paths F t1 P EApA0, A1q, F t2 P EApA1, A2q, we just take a bigger algebra: Q “

C˚pA0, tF
t
1, F

t
2; t P r0, 1suq.

The associativity is proved exactly as Lemma 22 in [40].

We now introduce further notation in order to relate this theorem with equivariant KK-theory.

Notation 4.11. Let A,A be separable graded C˚-algebras. Let ϕ,ψ : MpAq Ñ MpAq be two
grading preserving strictly continuous morphisms.

Let J denote the set of closed two-sided essential ideals I of A such that ϕpIqA “ ψpIqA.
Let A1, A2 P J such that A2 Ă A1. Put Ai “ ϕpAiqA. Denote by Eϕ,ψpA1, A2q the set of
F PMpA2q

p1q such that:

a) for all x P A1, we have xp1 ´ F 2q P A2, xpF ´ F ˚q P A2, rx, F s P A2, in other words pA2, F q
is a Kasparov pA1, A2q bimodule;

b) pϕ´ ψqpF q PMpA1;A2q (“equivariance property”).

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.10 we have:

Corollary 4.12. a) For every F1 P Eϕ,ψpA0, A1q and F2 P Eϕ,ψpA1, A2q the set F17F2 is non
empty and path connected.

b) The path connected component of F P F17F2 only depends on the path connected components
of F1 P Eϕ,ψpA0, A1q and of F2 P Eϕ,ψpA1, A2q.

c) (Associativity). Let A3 P I with A3 Ă A2 and F3 P Eϕ,ψpA2, A3q. Let F 11 P F17F2, F 12 P F27F3.
Then F 117F3 and F17F

1
2 are contained in the same path connected component of Eϕ,ψpA0, A3q.

Proof. Let χ : MpAq ÑMpA ‘M2pAqq be the morphism x ÞÑ x ‘

ˆ

ϕpxq 0
0 ψpxq

˙

and put D “

χpAq ` p0‘M2pAqq ĂMpA‘M2pAqq.
Let A1, A2 P J such that A2 Ă A1. Put Ai “ ϕpAiqA and Di “ χpAiq ` p0‘M2pAiqq Ă D.

We obviously have Eϕ,ψpA1, A2q “ EχpAqpD1, D2q. Therefore, Theorem 4.10 immediately applies.

Examples 4.13. It is very easy to apply this abstract theorem (Corollary 4.12) to many equivariant
situations.

a) (cf. [30]) If a second countable locally compact group G acts on separable C˚-algebras A and
B.

An equivariant Kasparov pA,Bq bimodule is then a pair pE , F q where:
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1. E is an pA,Bq-equivariant Hilbert bimodule;

2. F P Eϕ,ψpA1, A2q where we have put

• A2 “ KpEq and A1 “ A`A2,
• Ai “ C0pG;Aq;
• ϕ,ψ : Ai Ñ CbpG;Aiq ĂMpAiq defined by ϕpaqpgq “ a and ψpaqpgq “ g.a.

b) (cf. [8]) Exactly in the same way, if S is a separable Hopf algebra, given a C˚-algebra A with
an action α : AÑMpAb Sq of S, we just put A “ Ab S and let ϕ : a ÞÑ ab 1 and ψ “ α.

c) (cf. [32]) If G
s,t
Ñ Gp0q is a second countable locally compact groupoid, given a C˚-algebra A

with an action α : s˚A Ñ t˚A of G, we just put A “ t˚A and let ϕ : a ÞÑ t˚a PMpt˚Aq and
ψpaq “ αps˚aq.

4.4.4 Kasparov product in KKG

Let G be a longitudinally smooth groupoid with atlas pUiqiPI . We assume that I is countable.

Let A0, A1, A2 be G-algebras. Let pE1, F1q and pE2, F2q be equivariant pA0, A1q and pA1, A2q cycles.
Put E “ E1pbA1E2. Put F 11 “ F1pb1 and let F 12 be an F2 connection. Put Ǎ2 “ KpEq, Ǎ1 “

KpE1qpb1` Ǎ2 and Ǎ0 “ A0 ` Ǎ1 (where we denoted by A0 its image in LpEq).
The algebras Ǎi are G algebras, the inclusions Ǎ2 Ă Ǎ1 Ă Ǎ0 are equivariant and the pairs pǍ1, F

1
1q

and pǍ2, F
1
2q are equivariant pǍ0, Ǎ1q and pǍ1, Ǎ2q cycles.

Put pU, qq “
ž

jPI

pUj , qjq. Put t̂ “ t ˝ q and ŝ “ s ˝ q.

The action of G on Ǎ0 gives a map α : ŝ˚pǍ0q Ñ t̂˚pǍ0q. Put Ai “ t̂˚pǍiq. Let ϕ : Ǎ0 ÑMpA0q

be the natural map t̂˚: (defined by ϕpxqu “ xt̂puq for all u P U). Let ψ : Ǎ0 Ñ MpA0q be the
composition of α with the map ŝ˚. In other words, ψpxqu “ αupxŝpuqq.

Let also q P C0pUq be a strictly positive function.

The equivariance condition means exactly that pϕ´ ψqpF 1i q PMpAi´1;Aiq.
We thus may apply Theorem 4.10 and obtain the existence of the Kasparov product in KKG with
the usual properties:

Theorem 4.14. There is a well defined bilinear product

KKGpA0, A1q ˆKKGpA1, A2q Ñ KKGpA0, A2q

which is natural in all Ai’s and associative. The element 1 acts as a unit element.

Moreover, the Kasparov product is compatible with the descent morphisms. ˝

5 A Baum-Connes assembly map for the telescopic algebra

In this section, we construct the Baum-Connes map for telescopic algebra of a nicely decomposable
singular foliation.
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5.1 An abstract construction

5.1.1 Setting of the problem

Let F be a nicely decomposable foliation. We keep the notation of section 3.2. We put G1k “
pGkq|Ωk´1XWk

.

There is a priori a topological K-group of the Lie groupoid Gk and G1k. In order to construct a
topologicalK-group and a Baum-Connes map for T pq, jq, we first wish to understand the morphisms
and mapping cones associated with the morphisms jk and qk at the “left-hand side” level.

Let us first note that the morphism jk is just the inclusion G1k Ă Gk of the restriction of Gk to
the (saturated) open subset Ωk´1 XWk of Wk. The mapping cone of such a morphism is just the
C˚-algebra of a Lie groupoid (restriction of Gk ˆ r0, 1q to the open subset pΩk´1 XWkq ˆ r0, 1q Y
Wk ˆ p0, 1q). We may then very easily construct a topological K-group for it.

On the other hand, the morphism qk corresponds to a groupoid homomorphism, which is the identity
at the level of objects (Wk) and a surjective submersion at the level of arrows. The corresponding
map at the level of topological K-group is not as easy. Let us also note that, even knowing the
map pqkqtop˚ at the level of Ktop

˚ , we need more in order to construct the topological K-group for the
mapping cone: this morphism only gives a short exact sequence

0 Ñ cokerpqkq
top
˚ Ñ Ktop

˚ pFq Ñ kerpqkq
top
˚ Ñ 0

which is not sufficient in order to determine the group Ktop
˚ pFq that we are looking for.

In order to understand the K-theory of this mapping cone, one needs in fact to construct pqkqtop˚
as a KK-element. To do so, we need to write explicitly the topological K-groups as K-groups of
C˚-algebras and the Baum-Connes maps as KK-elements. To that end we will assume that:

(i) The Lie groupoids Gk are Hausdorff.

(ii) The classifying spaces for proper actions of these groupoids are smooth manifolds. This is
always the case when the groupoids Gk are given by (connected) Lie group actions - or are
Morita equivalent to those. This is indeed the case in most of singularity height one examples
1.7 above - in fact, also in the examples of higher height given in section 1.4.2.

It turns out that condition (ii) can be somewhat bypassed (thanks to the Baum-Douglas presentation
of K˚

top (see [13, 12, 10, 45])). We will discuss this in appendix A.

5.1.2 The Baum-Connes map for groupoids (cf. [10, 45])

Let us recall some facts about the Baum-Connes map for groupoids.

Let G be a Lie groupoid. If the classifying space for proper actions is a manifold M , then there
is no inductive limit to be taken, and replacing if necessary M by the total space of the vector
bundle pker dpq˚, we may assume that the equivariant submersion p : M Ñ Gp0q is K-oriented and
then the topological K-group is K˚pC0pMq ¸Gq and the Baum-Connes map is just the wrong-way
functoriality element pp! P KKpC0pMq ¸G,C

˚pGqq constructed in [19, 25].

In Le Gall’s equivariant KKG theory and terminology ([32], see also Kasparov [30]), the Baum-
Connes assembly map is the element pp! “ jGpp!q, where p! is the element of KKGpC0pMq, C0pG

p0qqq

associated with the G equivariant K-oriented smooth map p.
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This statement is just a Poincaré duality. One easily adapts the constructions in [19].
Indeed, the groupoids G and M ¸ G have the same classifying space for proper actions (namely
M). If X is a G-invariant, G-compact subspace of M , by properness we find that the forgetful map
KKM¸GpC0pXq, C0pMqq Ñ KKGpC0pXq, C0pMqq is an isomorphism.
Using again properness of X, we see that p! P KKGpC0pMq, C0pG

p0qqq induces an isomorphism
KKGpC0pXq, C0pMqq Ñ KKGpC0pXq, C0pG

p0qqq. The inverse of this morphism is the composition
of the “induction” construction KKGpC0pXq, C0pG

p0qqq Ñ KKM¸GpC0pX ˆGp0q Mq, C0pMqq and
the wrong way functoriality element j! associated with the inclusion j : X Ñ X ˆGp0q M .
In other words, the groupoids G and M ¸ G have the same topological K-groups. Moreover, the
groupoid M ¸G is proper, and therefore the Baum-Connes conjecture holds for it (see [27] see also
[44], since proper groupoids are amenable).

5.1.3 Submersions of Lie groupoids and “left-hand sides”

Before we proceed and construct a topological K-group for the telescopic groupoid, we examine the

case of a morphism π : G0 Ñ G1 of Hausdorff Lie groupoids Gi
ti,si
ÝÑÝÑG

p0q
i (i “ 0, 1). We assume that

π is a submersion and that it is an inclusion of an open subset π : G
p0q
0 Ă G

p1q
1 at the level of units.

Let pi : Mi Ñ G
p0q
i be smooth manifolds which are classifying spaces for proper actions for Gi. We

will assume further that the pi’s are K-oriented submersions and that the dimensions of the fibers
are even.

• Let W “ M0 ˆp0,t1 G1. The groupoid G0 acts properly on W ; we thus obtain a Hausdorff
locally compact quotientW {G0 “M0ˆG0 G1. Note that x ÞÑ px, πpp0pxqq defines a continous
map from M0 to W and therefore M0 ÑM0 ˆG0 G1.

• The groupoid G1 acts properly on the quotient space M0 ˆG0 G1. Since M1 is universal,
we obtain a G1-equivariant map M0 ˆG0 G1 Ñ M1. Whence, by composition we have a G0

equivariant map q : M0 ÑM1. As p1 ˝ q “ p0, we obtain a morphism of proper groupoids

q : M0 ¸G0 ÑM1 ¸G1

• The map q is naturally K-oriented, so it induces an element q! P KKG0pC0pM0q, C0pM1qq.
Applying the descent map jG0 we obtain an element

pq! “ π̃˚pjG0pq!qq in KKpC0pM0q ¸G0, C0pM1q ¸G1q

where π̃ is the morphism C0pM1q ¸G0 Ñ C0pM1q ¸G1 induced by the morphism π.

Proposition 5.1. The morphism π : C˚pG0q Ñ C˚pG1q corresponds at the level of topological
K-theory to the element pq!. More precisely, we have π˚pzpp0q!q “ pq! b

zpp1q!.

Proof. The morphism p1 being G1 equivariant, is also G0-equivariant, (where G0 acts through the
morphism π). It gives rise to an element ~pp1q! P KKpC0pM1q ¸ G0, C

˚pG0qq. The elements ~pp1q!

and zpp1q! correspond to each other via the morphism π : G0 Ñ G1, i.e. we have π˚p~pp1q!q “

π̃˚pzpp1q!q. In other words, denoting by rπ̃s P KKpC˚pC0pM1q ¸ G0, C0pM1q ¸ G1qq and rπs P
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KKpC˚pG0q, C
˚pG1qq the KK-elements associated with the morphisms π̃ and π, we have ~pp1q! b

rπs “ rπ̃s bzpp1q!. We find

pq! b
zpp1q! “ jG0pq!q b rπ̃s b pzpp1q!q

“ jG0pq!q b
~pp1q! b rπs

“ jG0pq!q b jG0ppp1q!q b rπs
“ jG0pq! b pp1q!q b rπs naturality of jG (cf. [28, 30, 32])
“ π˚pjG0pq! b pp1q!qq

“ π˚pjG0ppp0q!qq

The last equality follows from the wrong way functoriality (cf. [19, 25]). Note that, since the
groupoid M0 ¸G0 is proper, the γ obstruction appearing in this computation in [25] vanishes.

5.1.4 Abstract “left-hand sides” for mapping cones

Next, we wish to construct in a natural way the topological K-group for the mapping cone of the
morphism πC˚ : C˚pG0q Ñ C˚pG1q. Prop. 5.1 states that the relative topological K-group of π is
an element in KKpC0pM0q ¸G0, C0pM1q ¸G1q. The topological K-group of the cone of π should
be a kind of “mapping cone of this KK-element”.

In this section, we abstractly construct this mapping cone up to KK-equivalence. We will give an
explicit description of this topological K-group (section 5.2) and of the Baum-Connes assembly map
(section 5.2.5) below.

Recall that a KK-element x P KKpA,Bq can be given as a composition

x “ rf s´1 b rgs p♠q

of a morphism g : D Ñ B with an element rf s´1 which is the KK-inverse of a morphism f : D Ñ A
which is invertible in KK-theory (cf. [31, App. A]). We may then wish to define (up to KK-
equivalence) the cone of x as being the cone of g.

Next, in order to understand the Baum-Connes map, we should construct a KK-element associated
with a map between mapping cones. We will use the next lemma.

Lemma 5.2. Let fi : Ai Ñ Bi be morphisms of C˚-algebras (i “ 0 or 1). Denote by pi : Cfi Ñ Ai
and ji : Bip0, 1q Ñ Cfi the natural maps (pipai, φq “ ai and jipφq “ p0, φq). Let x P KKpA0, A1q

and y P KKpB0, B1q satisfy pf1q˚pxq “ f˚0 pyq

a) There exists z P KKpCf0 , Cf1q such that pp1q˚pzq “ p˚0pxq and pj1q˚pSyq “ j˚0 pzq where
Sy P KKpB0p0, 1q, B1p0, 1qq is deduced from y.

b) If x and y are invertible, then so is z.

In the language of [33], lemma 5.2 is one of the axioms of a triangulated category. Although it is
proved in [33], we include a proof for the reader’s convenience.

Proof. a) Note that z is not a priori unique. To construct it, one needs in fact to be more spe-
cific. Fix Kasparov bimodules pEA, FAq representing x and pEB, FBq representing y; a Kas-
parov pA0, B1r0, 1sq bimodule pE1, F 1q realizing a homotopy between pEAbA1 B1, FAb 1q and
f˚0 pEB, FBq gives rise to a Kasparov pA0, Zf1q, where Zf1 “ tpa1, φq P A1bB1r0, 1s; f1pa1q “

φp0qu is the mapping cylinder of f1, which can be glued with pEB, FBqr0, 1q to give rise to the
desired element in KKpCf0 , Cf1q.
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b) By (a) applied to x´1 and y´1, there exists z1 P KKpCf1 , Cf0q such that pp1q˚pz
1q “ p˚1px

´1q

and pj0q˚pSy´1q “ j˚1 pz
1q. The Kasparov products u0 “ z b z1 and u1 “ z1 b z are elements

in KKpCfi , Cfiq such that ppiq˚p1 ´ uiq “ 0 and j˚i p1 ´ uiq “ 0. From the first equality and
the mapping cone exact sequence, it follows that there exists di P KKpCfi , Bip0, 1qq such that
1 ´ ui “ pjiq˚pdq, and it follows that p1 ´ uiq

2 “ pjiq˚pdq b p1 ´ uiq “ d b j˚i p1 ´ uiq “ 0,
whence ui is invertible.

Remark 5.3. Note also that we have a diagram

KipA0q //

bx

��

KipB0q //

by

��

K1´ipCf0q
//

bz

��

K1´ipA0q //

bx

��

K1´ipB0q

by

��
KipA1q // KipB1q // K1´ipCf1q

// K1´ipA1q // K1´ipB1q

where the lines are exact (Puppe sequences) and the squares commute. It follows that if x and y
induce isomorphisms in K-theory, then the same holds for z.

Remarks 5.4. a) It follows easily from this construction that given an element x P KKpA,Bq
the mapping cone Cg does not depend on the decomposition p♠q up to KK-equivalence.

b) An alternative (and equivalent) way to construct the K-theory of the mapping cone of the
KK-element x is to write x as an extension 0 Ñ SB b K Ñ D Ñ A Ñ 0 and define this
K-theory as being K˚pDq.

c) One can also define the KK-theory of this mapping cone as a relative KK-group [39, Remark
3.7.c)].

5.2 Baum-Connes map for mapping cones of submersions of Lie groupoids

Let us come back to our morphism π : G0 Ñ G1 of Hausdorff Lie groupoids which is assumed
to be a submersion and an open inclusion at the level of objects. We assume that the classifying
spaces for proper maps of Gi are manifolds Mi. In section 5.1.3, we explained how to construct an
equivariant map q : M0 Ñ M1 that can be assumed to be a smooth submersion (up to replacing
M0 by a homotopy equivalent manifold).

As a consequence of Lemma 5.2 and Proposition 5.1, we see that, in order to construct the topo-
logical K-group we need to give an explicit construction of the wrong-way functoriality element
rπ˚pjG0qpq!q P KKpC

˚pM0 ¸ G0q, C
˚pM1 ¸ G1qq. Here, using a double deformation longitudinally

smooth groupoid we will give a groupoid H which is a family over r0, 1sˆ r0, 1s, whose vertical lines
tiu ˆ r0, 1s can be interpreted as the Baum-Connes maps for the groupoid Gi and whose horizontal
lines r0, 1s ˆ t0u and r0, 1s ˆ t1u are respectively q! and rπs.

We then may define the relative topological K-group of π as the groupoid H restricted to r0, 1qˆt0u
and construct the Baum-Connes map using the groupoid H (restricted to r0, 1q ˆ r0, 1s).

In order to have a “ready to glue” groupoid, in view of the case of the telescopic algebra (section
5.3), we are lead to perform a slightly more complicated construction.
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5.2.1 Deformation groupoids

Deformation to the normal cone. The adiabatic deformation of a Lie groupoid G with Lie
algebroid G was defined by Alain Connes in the particular case of the pair groupoid (cf. [18]) and
generalized by various authors ([25, 34, 35]...). This is based to the notion of deformation to the
normal cone that we briefly recall (see also [16, 22]...).

Let X be a submanifold of a manifold Y . Denote by NY
X the total space of the normal bundle to

X in Y . There is a natural way to put a manifold structure to Y ˆ R˚ Y NY
X ˆ t0u; denote this

manifold by DNCpY,Xq.

The map p : DNCpY,Xq Ñ R defined by ppy, tq “ t for py, tq P Y ˆ R˚ and ppξ, 0q “ 0 for ξ P NY
X

is a smooth submersion. For J Ă R, we put DNCJpY,Xq “ p´1pJq.

This construction is functorial: Given a commutative diagram of smooth maps

X �
� //

fX
��

Y

fY
��

X 1 �
� // Y 1

where the horizontal arrows are inclusions of submanifolds, we naturally obtain a smooth map
DNCpfq : DNCpY,Xq Ñ DNCpY 1, X 1q. If fY is a submersion and X “ X 1 ˆY 1 Y then DNCpfq
is a submersion.

Double deformations to the normal cone Let Z be a smooth manifold, Y a (locally) closed
submanifold of Z and X a (locally) closed submanifold of Y . Then DNCpY,Xq is a (locally) closed
submanifold of DNCpZ,Xq.

Put then
DNC2pZ, Y,Xq “ DNCpDNCpZ,Xq, DNCpY,Xqq

We have a submersion p2 : DNC2pZ, Y,Xq Ñ R2. For every subset L of R2, we put

DNC2
LpZ, Y,Xq “ p´1

2 pLq

By definition of the deformation to the normal cone DNC2
RˆR˚pZ, Y,Xq “ DNCpZ,Xq ˆ R˚.

By functoriality of the DNC construction, DNC2
R˚ˆRpZ, Y,Xq “ DNCpZ ˆ R˚, Y ˆ R˚q »

DNCpZ, Y q ˆ R˚.

Deformation groupoids, adiabatic groupoids. From naturality, it follows that if Y is a Lie
groupoid and X is a Lie subgroupoid of Y , then DNCpY,Xq is naturally endowed with a Lie
groupoid structure - with objects DNCpY p0q, Xp0qq, and target and source maps DNCptq and
DNCpsq. Of course, if in the above diagram all the maps are groupoid morphisms, then DNCpfq
is a morphism of groupoids too.

The adiabatic groupoid of a Lie groupoid G is just Gad “ DNCr0,1qpG,G
p0qq “ Gˆ t0u YGˆ p0, 1q

(with base manifold Gp0q ˆ r0, 1q). Note that the normal bundle NG
Gp0q is, by definition, the Lie

algebroid G of G.

It follows that, Z is a Lie groupoid, Y is a Lie subgroupoid of Z and X a Lie subgroupoid of Y ,
then DNC2pZ, Y,Xq is a Lie groupoid.
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5.2.2 The Baum-Connes map of a Lie groupoid via deformation groupoids

Let G be a Lie groupoid and let M be a smooth manifold on which G acts via a smooth onto
submersion p : M Ñ Gp0q. We will not assume that p is K oriented but rather consider the total
space of pker dpq˚. Note that, if M is a classifying space for proper actions of G, then pker dpq˚ Ñ
Gp0q is also a classifying space of proper actions, and it moreover carries a canonical K-orientation.
So we can replace M with pker dpq˚.

Put then Γp “ DNCpGpp,M ¸Gq. As p is supposed to be a surjective submersion, the groupoid Gpp
is Morita equivalent to G. There is a canonical Morita equivalence bimodule E of the C˚-algebras
C˚pGppq and C

˚pGq.

We have an exact sequence of C˚-algebras:

0 Ñ C˚pGpp ˆ p0, 1sq ÝÑ C˚ppΓpqr0,1sq
ev0
ÝÑ C˚pkerpdpq ¸Gq Ñ 0.

Note that C˚pGpp ˆ p0, 1sq is contractible. It follows that ev0 is invertible in E-theory.

We may then observe the diagram:

C0ppker dpq˚q ¸G C˚ppΓpqr0,1sq
ev0oo ev1 // C˚pGppq

E
C˚pGq

We thus obtain an element µM “ rev0s
´1 b rev1s b rEs P EpC0ppker dpq˚q ¸ G,C˚pGqq. Note that

this E-theory coincides with KK-theory if the action of G on M is assumed to be amenable - and
in particular, if it is proper.

If M is the classifying space for proper algebras, the morphism on K-groups defined by µM is the
Baum-Connes map.

5.2.3 A double deformation construction

Let now G0 and G1 be two Lie groupoids and let π : G0 Ñ G1 be a groupoid morphism which is
a smooth submersion whose restriction πp0q : G0 Ñ G1 is the inclusion of an open subset. Let Mi

be manifolds with actions of Gi. We assume that the maps pi : Mi Ñ G
p0q
i defining these actions

are smooth submersions. Let also q : M0 Ñ M1 be a smooth submersion which is equivariant, i.e.
qpγ.xq “ πpγqqpxq for every px, γq PM0ˆsG0. In other words, we assume that we have a morphism
of semi-direct products pπ : M0 ¸G0 ÑM1 ¸G1 defined by pπpx, γq “ pqpxq, πpγqq.

The groupoid G0 acts on the open subspace M 1
1 “ qpM0q of M1 through the morphism π: just put

γ.qpxq “ qpγ.xq “ πpγq.qpxq for x PM0 and γ P G0 with spxq “ p0pxq “ p1pqpxqq.

We have inclusions of groupoids M0 ¸G0 Ă pM
1
1 ¸G0q

q
q Ă pG0q

p0
p0
. Indeed, M0 ¸G0 “ tpx, γ, yq P

pG0q
p0
p0

; x “ γ.yu and pM 1
1 ¸G0q

q
q “ tpx, γ, yq P pG0q

p0
p0

; qpxq “ qpγ.yqu.

Let then H0 be the double deformation Lie groupoid:

H0 “ DNC2
`

pG0q
p0
p0
, pM 1

1 ¸G0q
q
q,M0 ¸G0

˘

.

The groupoid H0 is a family of groupoids indexed by R2. For every locally closed subset L of R2,
we may form the locally compact groupoid pH0qL.
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Let q1 : M0 \M1 Ñ M1 be the map which coincides with q on M0 and the identity on M1 and
p1 : M0 \M1 Ñ G

p0q
1 , p1 “ p1 ˝ q

1. Define the groupoid

H1 “ DNCppG1q
p1

p1 ˆ R˚, pM1 ¸G1q
q1

q1 ˆ R˚q » DNCppG1q
p1

p1 , pM1 ¸G1q
q1

q1q ˆ R˚

(with objects pM0 \M1q ˆ R˚ ˆ R).
For every locally closed subset Y Ă R˚ˆR we denote by pH1qY the restriction of H1 to its saturated
subset pM0 \M1q ˆ Y .

5.2.4 A longitudinally smooth groupoid

Note that pM 1
1 ¸ G0q

q
q “ tpx, γ, yq P pG0q

p
p; qpxq “ πpγqqpyqu. In other words, pM 1

1 ¸ G0q
q
q is the

fibered product pG0q
p0
p0
ˆpG1q

p0
p0
pM1 ¸G1q

q
q.

We therefore have a commutative diagram:

pM 1
1 ¸G0q

q
q
� � //

��

pG0q
p0
p0

��
pM1 ¸G1q

q
q
� � // pG1q

p0
p0

which gives rise to a morphism

DNCppG0q
p0
p0
, pM 1

1 ¸G0q
q
qq Ñ DNCppG1q

p0
p0
, pM1 ¸G1q

q
qq

which is a groupoid morphism, a submersion and the identity at the level of objects (M0 ˆR). We
thus obtain a a morphism of groupoids

π : pH0qR˚ˆR Ñ H1

which is a submersion. At the level of objects it is the inclusionM0ˆR˚ˆRÑ pM0\M1qˆR˚ˆR.
Let Z0 “ r0, 1qˆr0, 1{2s, Q “ tpu, vq P R2; 0 ď u ď v ď 1{2u and Z1 “ Z0zQ “ tpu, vq P Z0; u ą vu.

We may then construct a longitudinally smooth groupoid H “ pH0qQ Y pH1qZ1 with atlas formed
by pH0qZ0 and pH1qZ1 , using the morphism π in order to map pH0qZ1 to pH1qZ1 . We have Hp0q “
pM0 ˆ Z0q \ pM1 ˆ Z1q.

In the same way as above, for every locally closed subset Y Ă Z0 we denote by HY the restriction
of H to its saturated subset M0 ˆ Y YM1 ˆ pY X Z1q.

Remarks 5.5. a) It is worth noticing that the groupoid H only depends on π : G0 Ñ G1, the
(proper) actions of Gi on Mi and the submersion q. Also, the restriction Ht1{2uˆr0,1{2s is
nothing else than pM0ˆp0M0qad¸G0 (restricted to r0, 1{2s). It does not depend on G1,M1, q.

b) Note that H0,0 is isomorphic to the direct sum of vector bundles ker dq ‘ q˚pker dp1q.
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5.2.5 Baum-Connes map for a mapping cone

Set F0 “ r0, 1q ˆ t0u Y t0u ˆ r0, 1{2s.

Note that, since the action of Gi on Mi is proper, the groupoid HF0 “ pker dp0q ¸ G0 ˆ r0, 1{2s Y

ppker dp1q ¸G1q
q1

q1 ˆ p0, 1q is amenable and we have a semi-split exact sequence

0 Ñ C˚pHZ0zF0
q ÝÑ C˚pHq σ0

ÝÑ C˚pHF0q Ñ 0.

Proposition 5.6. The homomorphism σ0 is invertible in KK-theory.

Proof. We have a semi-split exact sequence

0 Ñ C˚pHZ1zF0
q ÝÑ C˚pHZ0zF0

q ÝÑ C˚pHQzF0
q Ñ 0.

Note that the groupoid H is constant over the sets Z1zF0 and QzF0:

• Hpu,vq “ pG1q
p1˝q1

p1˝q1
for pu, vq P Z1zF0

• Hpu,vq “ pG0q
p0
p0

for pu, vq P QzF0.

The sets Z1zF0 “ tpu, vq; 0 ă v ă u ă 1 and v ď 1{2u and QzF0 “ tpu, vq; 0 ă u ď v ď 1{2u are
contractible (more precisely, their one point compactification contracts to this point) and it follows
that the C˚-algebras C˚pHZ1zF0

q and C˚pHQzF0
q are contractible. It follows that C˚pHZ0zF0

q is
KK-contractible (it is actually contractible). We deduce that rσ0s is a KK-equivalence.

Set also F1 “ t1{2u ˆ r1{2, 1q. One sees that HF1 is isomorphic to the groupoid Cπ “ G0 ˆ t0u Y

G1 ˆ p0, 1q pulled back by q2 :
`

M0 ˆ r0, 1q
˘

\
`

M1 ˆ p0, 1q
˘

Ñ G
p0q
1 ˆ r0, 1q (recall that Gp0q0 is an

open subset of Gp0q1 ).

Corollary 5.7. The algebra C˚pHF1q is canonically Morita equivalent to the mapping cone of hC˚ :
C˚pG0q Ñ C˚pG1q.

Denote by E the Morita C˚pHF1q, C
˚pChq bimodule and rEs its KK-class. Let rσ1s : C˚pHq Ñ

C˚pHF1q be the evaluation.

Definition 5.8. Assume further that the manifolds Mi are classifying spaces for the proper actions
of Gi. With the notation above, the topological K-theory of the groupoid Cπ is K˚pC˚pHF0qq and
the Baum-Connes morphism is the composition rσ0s

´1 b rσ1s b rEs.

5.2.6 Justifying why this is a Baum-Connes map

Let us explain why this is a “good” definition.

First of all, for v P r0, 1{2s, the K-theory of the C˚-algebra C˚pHp0,vqq “ C˚pker p0 ¸ G0q “

C0ppker p0q
˚q ¸G0 is the topological K-group for G0.

Also, for u P p0, 1q, the C˚-algebra C˚pHpu,0qq “ C˚ppker p1 ¸ G1q
q1

q1q is Morita equivalent to
C˚pker p1 ¸G1q “ C0ppker p1q

˚q ¸G1 whose K-theory is the topological K-theory for G1.

We may then write a diagram:
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0 // C˚pHZ1XF0q
// C˚pHF0q

// C˚pHQXF0q
// 0

0 // C˚pHZ1q
//

σ1,0

OO

σ1,1

��

C˚pHq //

σ0

OO

σ1

��

C˚pHQq //

σ0,0

OO

σ0,1

��

0

0 // C˚pHZ1XF1q
//

E1

C˚pHF1q
//

E

C˚pHQXF1q
//

E0

0

0 // C˚pG1qp0, 1q // ChC˚ // C˚pG0q // 0

In this diagram all sequences are semi split, the morphisms σ0, σi,0 are KK-equivalences and the
compositions rσi,0s´1 b rσi,1s b rEis are indeed the Baum-Connes maps for G1 ˆ p0, 1q and G0.

It follows also that the class in KK1pC˚pHQXF0q, C
˚pHZ1XF0qq for the first sequence corresponds

to the class of rhC˚s P KKpC˚pG0q, C
˚pG1qq.

From the discussion in section 5.1.4, it follows that the K-theory of C˚pHF0q and the morphism is
indeed the right one, and that the composition rσ0s

´1 b rσ1s b rEs is indeed a Baum-Connes map.

Remark 5.9. The groupoid HF0 is a semi-direct product Λ¸ Cπ, where Λ is a groupoid obtained
by gluing DNCr0,1qpM0, pker dp1q

q1

q1q with ker dp0 ˆ r0, 1{2s.

One may give a generalized notion of proper algebras on a longitudinally smooth groupoid G by
saying that Gp0q is an increasing union

ď

Ωk of saturated open subsets such that the restriction
of G to ΩkzΩk´1 is Hausdorff. We may say that an action of G on an algebra A is proper if its
restriction to each ΩkzΩk´1 is proper.

In this generalized sense, the Cπ-algebra C˚pΛq is a proper Cπ-algebra. Its restriction to QX F0 is
indeed a proper G0 algebra and its restriction to Z1 X F0 is a proper G1 ˆ p0, 1q-algebra.

It may be interesting to look for a way to say that the C˚pDNCr0,1qpM0, pM1q
q1

q1qq is somewhat a
universal proper algebra.

5.3 Baum-Connes map for the telescopic algebra

Since a mapping telescope is a mapping cylinder which, in turn, is a mapping cone (cf. remark 3.4)
we can just proceed and construct the “left-hand side” for the telescopic algebra - and therefore for
the foliation one.

We are given a nicely decomposable foliation pM,Fq, a decomposition given by an increasing se-
quence Ωk of saturated sets - we put Yk “ ΩkzΩ0, a sequence of Lie groupoids GkÝÑÝÑWk Ă Ωk

such that Yk ĂWk and Wk XΩk´1 ĂWk´1; we put G1k “ pGkq|WkXΩk´1
and assume that we have a

groupoid morphism which is a submersion πk : G1k Ñ Gk´1.

We further assume that we have submersions of manifolds pk : Mk Ñ Wk which are classifying
spaces for proper actions of Gk. For k ě 1, the restriction p´1

k pΩk´1q of Mk is a classifying space for
G1k but we may need to modify it: we choose a classifying space given by a submersion p1k : M 1

k Ñ

Ωk´1 ĂWk´1 in such a way that the maps qk : M 1
k ÑMk´1 and q̂k : M 1

k ÑMk are submersions.

We then construct the classifying groupoids
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• Hk associated to the morphism πk : G1k Ñ Gk´1 and the submersion qk : M 1
k Ñ Mk´1 of

classifying spaces;

• pHk associated to the morphism jk : G1k Ñ Gk and the submersion q̂k : M 1
k ÑMk of classifying

spaces

We then glue the groupoids Hk and pHk in their common part pHkqt1{2uˆr0,1{2s “ ppHkqt1{2uˆr0,1{2s

(cf. remark 5.5) and obtain a groupoid rHk.

For a locally closed part Y of Z0 “ r0, 1qs ˆ r0, 1{2s we prHkqY “ pHkqY Y p
pHkqY .

Recall that Q “ tpu, vq; 0 ď u ď v ď 1{2u and Z1 “ Z0zQ.

We define diffeomorphisms ϑk : Z1 Ñ r0, 1s ˆ pk ´ 1, kq by setting ϑpu, vq “ p2v, k ´
u´ v

1´ v
q and

ϑ̂k : Z1 Ñ r0, 1s ˆ pk, k ` 1q by setting ϑpu, vq “ p2v, k `
u´ v

1´ v
q.

Thanks to this diffeomorphism, we obtain identifications of

• Θk : pHkqZ1

„
ÝÑ

´

DNCppGk´1q
pk´1
pk´1 ,Mk´1¸Gk´1qr0,1s

¯q1k

q1k

ˆpk´1, kq where q1k : Mk´1\M
1
k Ñ

Mk´1 is the identity on Mk´1 and qk on M 1
k;

• pΘk : ppHkqZ1

„
ÝÑ

´

DNCppGkqpkpk ,Mk¸Gkqr0,1s
¯q̂1k

q̂1k

ˆpk, k` 1q where q̂1k : Mk\M
1
k ÑMk is the

identity on Mk and q̂k on M 1
k.

Define q2k : Mk \M
1
k \M

1
k`1 ÑMk to be the map coinciding with the identity over Mk, q̂k on M 1

k

and qk`1 on M 1
k`1 - with the convention M 1

0 “ H and, if n ‰ `8, M 1
n`1 “ H.

Definition 5.10. We define the adiabatic telescopic groupoid G to be the union
n
ď

k“1

prHkqQ ˆ tku

with
n
ď

k“0

´

DNCppGkqpkpk ,Mk ¸ Gkqr0,1s
¯q2k

q2k

ˆ pk, k ` 1q. The gluing is obtained by mapping Hk Ñ G:

• we map prHkqQ to G by the map γ ÞÑ pγ, kq P G

• Using Θk`1 we map pHk`1qZ1 to
n
ď

k“0

´

DNCppGkqpkpk ,Mk ¸ Gkqr0,1s
¯q1k

q1k

ˆ pk, k ` 1q which is a

subset of
n
ď

k“0

´

DNCppGkqpkpk ,Mk ¸ Gkqr0,1s
¯q2k

q2k

ˆ pk, k ` 1q Ă G;

• Using pΘk we map ppHkqZ1 to ppMk ˆpk Mkqad ¸ Gkq
q̂1k
q̂1k
ˆ pk, k ` 1q which is a subset of

ppMk ˆpk Mkqad ¸ Gkq
q2k
q2k
ˆ pk, k ` 1q Ă G.

We define the obvious map χ : Gp0q Ñ p0, n ` 1q (using the convention `8 ` 1 “ `8 of course).
Thanks to χ, the (full) C˚-algebra C˚pGq is a C0p0, n` 1q algebra (with the convention `8` 1 “
`8).
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Define a map ξ : Z Ñ r0, 1s by setting ξpu, vq “ 2 minpu, vq and let ξ̂ : Gp0q Ñ r0, 1s be defined
as the composition Gp0q Ñ Q

ξ
Ñ r0, 1s on prHkqQ ˆ tku and letting ξ̂ to be the parameter in the

adiabatic deformation pMk ˆpk Mkqad on
n
ď

k“0

ppMk ˆpk Mkqad ¸ Gkq
q2k
q2k
ˆ pk, k ` 1q.

We define then the subgroupoids G0 and G1 of G, restrictions of G to the closed saturated set
ξ̂´1ptiuq.

We then have:

Proposition 5.11. a) The algebra C˚pG0q is nuclear.

b) The kernel of the evaluation ρ0 : C˚pGq Ñ C˚pG0q is KK-contractible.

c) The algebra C˚pG1q is Morita equivalent to the telescopic algebra

Proof. a) In fact C˚pG0q sits in an exact sequence

0 Ñ
n
à

k“0

C˚pppker pkq
˚ ¸ Gkq

q1k
q1k
ˆ p0, 1qq Ñ C˚pG0q Ñ

n
à

k“1

C˚ppker p1kq
˚ ¸ G1k ˆ r0, 1sq Ñ 0

and the Lie groupoids pker pkq
˚ ¸ Gkq

q1k
q1k

and pker p1kq
˚ ¸ G1k are proper. It follows that C˚pG0q

is in fact a type I algebra.

b) We have a semi-split exact sequence

0 Ñ C0pp0, 1s ˆ p0, 1qq bB Ñ ker ρ0 Ñ C0pQzF0q bB
1 Ñ 0 Ñ 0

where B “
n
à

k“0

C˚pppMk ˆpk Mkq ¸Gkq
q2k
q2k
q and B1 “

n
à

k“1

C˚ppM 1
k ˆp1k

M 1
kq ¸G1kq. The algebras

C0pp0, 1s ˆ p0, 1qq and C0pQzF0q are contractible.

c) Actually the groupoid G1 is Morita equivalent to the telescopic groupoid.

Definition 5.12. Let pM,Fq be a nicely decomposable foliation. Assume that the classifying
spaces of all the groupoids GkÝÑÝÑWk involved in this decomposition are manifolds. With the above
construction:

• we define the “left-hand side”, i.e. the topological K-theory (of this decomposition) to be the
K-theory of C˚pG0q;

• we define the Baum-Connes map for the telescope to be the composition rρ0s
´1 b rρ1s b rEs;

• we define the Baum-Connes map for pM,Fq to be the Baum-Connes map for the telescope
composed with the isomorphism K˚pT q Ñ K˚`1pC

˚pM,Fqq.

Let ρ1 : C˚pGq Ñ C˚pG1q be evaluation. The kernel of ρ1 is a C0p0, n` 1q algebra. It follows from
the inductive limit construction that if pker ρ1qpk,k`1q and pker ρ1qk are E-contractible for all k, then
so is ker ρ1. We thus obtain:

Theorem 5.13. Let pM,Fq be a nicely decomposable foliation such that the classifying spaces
of all the groupoids GkÝÑÝÑWk involved in this decomposition are manifolds. if the full Baum-
Connes conjecture holds for all of them, then the full Baum-Connes map of definition 5.12 is an
isomorphism.
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Corollary 5.14. Let pM,Fq be a nicely decomposable foliation. If all the groupoids GkÝÑÝÑWk

involved in this decomposition are amenable and their classifying spaces are manifolds, then the
Baum-Connes map is an isomorphism.

A When the classifying spaces are not manifolds

We finally explain how one should be able to to get rid of the assumption on the classifying spaces:
we just assume that the foliation F has a nice decomposition with Hausdorff Lie groupoids Gi but
the classifying spaces Ei for proper actions are not manifolds.

In order to construct a topological K-theory and a Baum-Connes map for C˚pM,Fq, we just need
to construct a ltopological K-theory for a mapping cone of a morphism π : G Ñ G1 of Hausdorff
Lie groupoids which is a submersion and the identity at the level of objects. As in the particular
cases considered here, we then may construct topological K-theory for mapping tori and then of
telescopic algebras.

In fact, given such a morphism π : GÑ G1 we just have to show that:

(i) we may express the topological K-theory of G and G1 as the K-theory of C˚-algebras T and
T 1;

(ii) the Baum-Connes maps are given by elements µ P KKpT,C˚pGqq and µ1 P KKpT 1, C˚pG1qq;

(iii) we may construct an element x P KKpT, T 1q such that π˚pµq “ xb µ1.

Then write x “ rf s´1brgs where f : D Ñ T and g : D Ñ T 1 are morphisms with f a K-equivalence.
A topological K-theory for Cπ is then the cone Cg of g. As f˚pπ˚pµqq “ rf sbµbrπs “ rgsbµ1, me
may construct an element µ̃ P KKpCg, Cπq as in Lemma 5.2 which defines the desired Baum-Connes
map.

To do so, recall that if G is a Hausdorff Lie groupoid, then the topological K-theory for the Baum-
Connes map can be described in the Baum-Douglas way (see [13, 12, 10, 11, 44, 45]): there is
an inductive limit of manifolds pMkqkPN with maps hk : Mk Ñ Mk`1, forming a sequence of
approximations of E. We may assume that the maps qk : Mk Ñ Gp0q are K-oriented in a G-
equivariant way, and therefore so are the maps hk. We also assume that the dimensions of all theMk

are equal modulo 2. Then the topological K-theory Ktop
˚ pGq is the inductive limit lim

ÝÑ
k

pK˚pC0pMkq¸

Gq, phkq!q.

The Baum-Connes map on the image of K˚pC0pMkq ¸Gq is given by the element pqkq!.

Put Ak “ C0pMkq ¸G.

The same construction is then given for the groupoid G1, yielding proper G1-manifolds M 1
k, maps

h1k : M 1
k ÑM 1

k`1, algebras A
1
k “ C0pM

1
kq ¸G

1, etc.

We may (and will) also assume that hk`1pMkq{G is relatively compact in Mk`1{G. As in section
5.1.3, let Γ “ kerπ. As G1 acts properly on Mk`1{Γ and by the relative compactness assumption,
we may embed hkpMk´1q{Γq in a manifold approximating the classifying space for proper actions E1

of G1. Using a subsequence of the M 1
k we may assume that we are given equivariant smooth maps

`k : Mk Ñ M 1
k. Up to taking again a subsequence, we may further assume that the maps h1k ˝ `k
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and `k`1 ˝hk are homotopic (where h1k : M 1
k ÑM 1

k`1). Note that the maps `k are automatically K-
oriented, and thus we obtain KK-elements p`kq! P KKpAk, A1kq “ KKpC0pMkq ¸G,C0pM

1
kq ¸G

1q

satisfying p`kq!b ph1kq! “ phkq!b p`k`1q!.

Now, using [31, Appendix], we find (explicit) algebras Dk and morphisms fk : Dk Ñ Ak which are
K-equivalences and gk : Dk Ñ A1k such that p`kq! “ rfks´1 b rgks.

Put then xk “ rfks b phkq!b rfk`1s
´1 P KKpDk, Dk`1q. We find

pgk`1q˚pxkq “ rfks b phkq!b rfk`1s
´1 b rgk`1s

“ rfks b phkq!b p`k`1q! “ rfks b p`kq!b ph
1
kq!

“ rgks b ph
1
kq!

As explained in section 5.2, using precise homotopies between Kasparov bimodules representing
these elements, we may then construct elements yk P KKpCgk , Cgk`1

q.

Note also, that we have the equalities π˚ppqkq!q “ p`kq!b pq1kq! P KKpAk, C
˚pG1qq as in proposition

5.1, yielding an element zk P KKpCgk , Cπq.

In order to construct the topological K-theory for the mapping cone we need to make the following
assumption - which could be true in general:

Assumption A.1. We assume that the homotopies used in the constructions of yk and zk are well
matching, so that we have the equality yk b zk`1 “ zk.

One may then construct, for each k, C˚-algebras Bk and B1k, morphisms uk : Bk Ñ Dk and
u1k : Bk Ñ A1k which are KK-equivalences and vk : Bk Ñ Dk`1 and v1k : Bk Ñ Dk`1 such that
xk “ ruks

´1 b rvks and ph1kq! “ ru
1
ks
´1 b rv1ks (using [31, Appendix]).

For the topological K-theory of G and G1 (up to a shift of dimension by 1) we can then use the
infinite telescopic algebras T “ T pv, uq and T 1 “ T pv1, u1q.

These algebras are mapping tori T pǔ, v̌q and T pǔ1, v̌1q where

ǔ, v̌ : qB “
`8
à

k“1

Bk Ñ qD “
`8
à

k“0

Dk and ǔ1, v̌1 : qB1 “
`8
à

k“1

B1k Ñ
qA1 “

`8
à

k“0

A1k

are the maps given by

ǔpx1 . . . , xk, . . .q “ p0, u1px1q, . . . , ukpxkq, . . .q and v̌px1 . . . , xk, . . .q “ pv1px1q, . . . , vkpxkq, . . .q,

and analogous formulae for ǔ1 and v̌1.

The families of pqkq! and pq1kq! give elements q̌! P KKp qD,C˚pGqq and q̌1! P KKp qA1, C˚pG1qq.

The homotopy between rǔs b q! and rv̌s b q! (resp. rǔ1s b q1! and rv̌1s b q1!) gives rise to the element
µG P KKpT,C

˚pGqq and µ1G P KKpT
1, C˚pG1qq.

We may now do the same construction at the mapping cone level: writing yk “ rαks
´1 b rβks

where αk : Vk Ñ Cgk and βk : Vk Ñ Cgk`1
are morphisms we may consider the infinite telescope

T pβ, αq “ T pα̌, β̌q as a topological K-theory K˚,toppπq for Cπ. The element ž defined by the zk’s
gives an element of KKp

à

Cgk , Cπq; a homotopy between rα̌s b ž and rβ̌s b ž (based on our
assumption) gives rise to the Baum-Connes element µπ P KKpT pβ, αq, Cπq and thus a morphism
µπ : K˚,toppπq Ñ K˚pCπq.
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Remark A.2. One may push a little further the above calculations. Indeed one needs to check
that we have an exact sequence

K˚,toppGq
π˚ // K˚,toppG

1q

xx
K˚,toppπq

ff

compatible with the mapping cone exact sequence. It then follows that if G and G1 satisfy the (full
version of the) Baum-Connes conjecture, then so does Cπ.
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